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FOREWORD

Over three decades, we have heard a clear and distinct voice from

The Guild staff describing the mutually satisfying results in the

rehabilitation of the blind person who seeks service before he

settles into an accommodated existence of life with a visual loss.

Why it took others much longer to accept help, and the extra prob-

lems they presented, has been a continuing challenge. It was this

recognition of the importance of early rehabilitation that led The

Guild to discuss with Dr. Salvatore Di Michael, Regional Represent-

ative of the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, the pressing

need to study the problem of the time gap between the onset of

blindness and the utilization of available services. With his con-

tinuing encouragement, invaluable guidance and inspiration, a Vo-

cational Rehabilitation Administration planning grant was requested

and approved. Grateful acknowledgement is also made to The Almaire

R. and Herbert A. Klugman Research Fund whose generoue contribution

made it possible for The Guild to match the support of the Vocation-

al Rehabilitation Administration*

The active and generous cooperation of the New York State Commission

for the Blind, The Industrial Home for the Blind, and the New York

Association for the Blind has made it possible for The Guild to con-

duct a pilot study during the year 1965-66. The findings presented

in this report give us invaluable clues concerning the relative sig-

nificance of many of the known reasons for the delay in service.

They serve also to point up the most important of those areas in

which further study is urgently needed and those which realistically

can be approached immediately. We are convinced that a concerted

community assault by professional personnel in all fields which

bring them into contact with visually handicapped persons will be

needed if unnecessary delays are to be avoided in future years. It

is our further belief that the pilot study has pointed the way for

the cooperative community planning which will have to be done if we

are to achieve the objective of early rehabilitation services for

all who need them,u

The fervor and flavor of the results of this study are due to the

leadership of M. Anne McGuire, the Project Director, whose special

qualifications for developing and organizing this study insured its

great value. Our thanks go also to Mrs. Janet Sillen who served so

ably as Assistant Director.

Mrs. Sidney E. Pollack
Administrative Director

The Jewish Guild for the Blind
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

Severe visual loss brings with it many needs arid problems based on the degree and
nature of the loss and the age, temperament, interests and other characteristics
of the individual. There is general agreement among those who understand the use
of rehabilitation services in the broadest sense"* that every visually impaired
individual can benefit from a program of rehabilitation geared to the person and
his needs. Often the only source through which such services can be made avail-
able is through the specialized agencies"** serving the blind and visually handi-
capped. The critical handicapping effect of the loss of vision on the person and
his family, places great responsibility on the specialized agencies to make know-
ledge available about services and also to attempt to engage the visually impaired
person in the use of such rehabilitative services e

Experience by agencies over many years has strongly indicated that the earlier

professional services are utilized after visual loss becomes serious, the greater

the potential for effective readjustment in many areas of living, i.e. retraining,

job placement, mobility and orientation, self and home care, family and community

relationships and in greater emotional comfort with oneself and ethers. Many ag-

encies serving blind persons have become increasingly aware of the time lag be-
tween onset of blindness and the systematic application of rehabilitation services

and consider this lag as an important deterrent to early and effective rehabili-
tation. This pilot project was therefore designed to study the extent of the time
lag, reasons for the lag and plans that could be developed to reduce the lag to a

minimum, using a limited geographic area (N.Y.C.) and a limited number of cases

.While experience in serving blind and visually handicapped persons over many dec-

ades has provided clues concerning some of the reasons for the lag, no planned
study or analysis is known to exist on this question. This project was interested
in examining the relative degree of importance of the various reasons, the char-
acteristics of the legally blind persons who might be effected, and the degree of

interrelatedness of the factors which might have an influence on the time lag.
It was felt that these areas needed to be studied in depth.

Since the areas to be studied are extremely complex, it was recognized that long
and painstaking future research would be required. The" emphasis of the pilot
study has been to assemble broad preliminary data and information from a number
of sources which included a selected group of blind persons, their relatives and
friends, ophthalmologists, general medical practitioners, key medical social
workers in hospitals, and key professional staff both in agencies for the blind
and in other community social and health agencies. On the basis of preliminary
findings, developed during the exploratory and planning period, it is anticipated
that it will be possible at a future date to research in depth in a more selective

*-

Rehabilitation services as referred to in this study include major and minor
services offered to persons in relation to their blindness; vocational rehab-
ilitations training in self-care and home-care; orientation; mobility; low
vision optical aids; personal counselling; casework; library services; reader
services; braille; social and recreational activity; informational assistance
(voting; income tax; etc.)

H*
Spec ialized agencies_ include those voluntary and public agencies offering spe-

cialised services for the blind.

-1-
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and meaningful way, those factors which are found to be of greatest significance,

in achieving early rehabilitation services for those who are in need of them.

The prime source of information about the seeking and utilization of rehabilita-

tion services was considered to be the legally blind person himself, and therefore,

discussion with a selected group of blind persons about his feelings and experi-

ences constituted the main focus of the pilot study period. Recognizing the sig-

nificance of the influence of family members and friends and the vital importance

of the early influence of the eye doctor, discussions were also held with a sel-

ected group of these persons. It was recognized that the validity of the findings

would be directly related to the quality of these discussions. A decision was made

therefore to use the interviewing skills of staff employed in the three multi-

function service agencies for the blind in New York City. To this interviewing

staff was added second year students in research classes at the Columbia University

and Adelphi Schools of Social Work.

During the planning period it was considered desirable to select for interviews a

group of blind persons for whom it could be reasonably concluded that there had

been a gap between onset of blindness and offer of rehabilitation service. The

New York State Commission for the Blind assisted by asking those recently regist-

ered legally blind persons who according to their records were not known to be

receiving service from a specialized agency for the blind, to participate in the

confidential research study. It was recognized that this group did not provide a

representative sample of the blind population in New York City but this was not

considered to be necessary because the pilot study period was primarily explora-
' tory and therefore could provide sufficient preliminary data for further research,

. Agencies for the blind have clear awareness that they are not reaching all segments?

of the population which can utilize their services. At the same time, the spe-
_

cialized agencies are also cognizant that not every blind person is in need of ali

of the agency's services. It is rather the conviction of many agencies, in line

with current psychological thinking, that blind people should have every opport-

unity for independent living and should retain all possible ties with the sighted

community. At the same time, the blind person should also have the opportunity

to use those agency services which will help him gain and maintain this independ-

ent way of life. In addition, he should have all needed assistance jln conserving

and making the best possible use of any residual sight he may have.*

The problem of time lag is of primary concern to all of the specialized agencies

for the blind as well as to many other agencies and professional groups serving

handicapped people. An eleven member Advisory Committee x^as selected, composed

of professionally recognized leaders in the field of services for the blind and

allied fields. This Committee, individually and as a group has given valuable

leadership in the preliminary study and it is anticipated they will also ulti-

mately be involved in further research and resulting programs put into effect

based on findings

•

Since it is hoped that this study and any resultant research will lead to improved

practice, it was considered important that the advice of selected key staff mem-

*
1256 of the total population of blind persons are totally blind and 11.8% have

light perception only as reported by the National Society for the Prevention

of Blindness based on Model Reporting Area Estimates in ten states in 1963

•

-2-





bers currently involved in policy development and/or supervision of agency service

programs be engaged in setting up the Pilot Study plan. The executives of The

Industrial Home for the Blind, The New York Association for the Blind, and The

Guild not only served on the Advisory Committee but also made key staff members

available to serve on a Specialized Agencies Committee. This Committee brought to

bear long years of experience and sound judgement in initiating the original plans

and evaluating developments on a continuing basis.

Thirteen doctors, of whom nine are ophthalmologists, agreed to discuss with pilot^

study interviewers not only rehabilitation questions relating to the blind patient

included in the sample, but also their own general rehabilitation philosophy and

practices in relation to visually handicapped persons. Medical Social Workers

. also have a very influential role in connection with the early rehabilitation of

visually handicapped persons. Twelve Directors of Hospital Social Service Depart-

ments agreed to serve on a Committee, as did four members of the Medical Advisory

Ccmmittee of the New York State Commission for the Blind. In conference sessions,

the community involvement in the problem of the gap was underscored by members of

both of these Committees and the need for community action at many levels was

clearly indicated.

The findings of the pilot study are, as indicated above, based on interviews and

discussions with carefully chosen but numerically limited groups of persons. These

persons were not selected as a statistically representative sample of the total

population of the groups they represented. The findings of this exploratory study

should therefore be validated by further research and the conclusions viewed in

terms of trends, directions and new or clarified hypotheses, rather than as def-

initive findings

»

Since any solution to the problem of delay in service will involve many profession-

al persons in many different fields, it was considered desirable to engage the

interest of all of the above representative groups as well as their help during

the pilot study period. Their interest was encouraging and stimulating ; their

help was invaluable.

-3-





CHAPTER II.

METHODOLOGY

I. Type of Study

The present Pilot Study, as explained in the Foreword, is based on a Planning

Grant which was defined as, "support of a project of modest size for the purpose

of determining the feasibility or the specific form of a full scale research 6r- de-

monstration." The Pilot Study is therefore exploratory and non-validating in na-

ture. It is concerned with determining the most important and most feasible of

the desirable areas of research regarding early rehabilitation of the visually

handicapped. Qualitative rather than quantitative research techniques have been

employed. The findings, likewise, have been presented largely in terms of concepts

rather than factual findings. An attempt has been made to include all significant

concepts emerging from the depth interviews, regardless of the level of frequency

on which they occurred.

II. Preliminary Planning

As the first step in the planning of the Pilot Study, conferences were held with

a number of social work and research executives in specialized agencies for the

blind. These conferences explored the problems related to the time gap between

the onset of blindness and the seeking or acceptance of services and proved in-

valuable in the development of the hypotheses for the research phase of the study.

iH« Sample Selection

. The sample for the Pilot Study was drawn from two categories of legally blind per-

sons in the registry of the New York State Commission for the- Blind: -

1) those persons reported by ophthalmologists as legally blind to the

New York State Commission for the Blind about whom the Commission had^

no indication that they were previously known to specialized agencies"

* for the blind in New York City, and

2) those persons, likewise reported by ophthalmologists as legally blind

to the New York State Commission, who had specifically indicated that

they desire no agency services.

The New York State Commission normally makes a referral to a specialized agency

of each legally blind person reported to them by ophthalmologists, unl.es s there

is a specific request that no referral be made The names used were selected

chronologically beginning with the most recent (September 1965) New York City re™
.

gistrations and referrals and extending back for a period of approximate] y 26

months, A total of 532 names of legally blind persons had been referred to •ths&.e..":"

four agencies during this period. 97 persons had requested that no referral be.. ;.

made to an agency.

For use in the Pilot Study the referred cases were screened by the respective

agencies""* to determine their:

* Brooklyn Bureau of Social Service; The Industrial Home for the Blind; The

Jewish Guild for the Blind; The New York Association for the Blind

** See Appendix I, Page 8U, for complete statistical data on screening procedure*
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1) Service Status , that is, whether these persons;
a) were currently active Service cases
b) had rejected the specific agency's offer of service
c) had not responded to the agency's offer of service
d) had been in previous service but not currently
e) were in contact with the agency, but for whom no service status had

been determined (pending reception)

2) Availability for Inclusion in the Sample , that is whether these persons:
a) were deceased since referral to the agency
b) had moved and became unavailable
c) could appropriately be interviewed (state of health, mental condition,

institutionalization^, e$c.)

The agency screening procedure eliminated 62 persons, yielding a list of U70 names,
to which were added the 97 names of persons who had indicated to the New York State
Commission that they did not want services. The Pilot Study staff, therefore, drew
upon a total list of 56? legally blind persons for its sample,

IV, Contact Procedures

The initial contact with the legally blind person was through a letter frcm the
New York State Commission for the Blind seeking the individual's participation in
the research project. Where there were no refusals to participate, and where the
letters were not returned indicating the persons had "moved, unavailable", the
names were given to the interviewers, who then sent a second letter seeking a
specific appointment. Following the second letter, it was found that a number of
legally blind persons could not be interviewed for a variety of reasons ; these
totalled 91 (See Appendix, I., Page )

In addition to these eliminations, two arbitrary elimination procedures were under-
taken by the Pilot Study staff: -

1) because of the pre-dominance of elderly persons in the screened list it
was felt necessary, for an exploratory study, to guarantee the presence
in the sample of sufficient numbers of younger persons to provide re-
presentation of feelings and attitudes of all legally blind persons
within the age groups registered by the New York State Commission for
the Blind. Thus, initially, the names of all persons over 70 years of
age were excluded frcm the assignments to interviewers. As the names
were used up by the interviewers, persons up to 80 years of age were
added during the limited interviewing period of two months, but the as-
signment of the names of those over 70 did not reach the proportion of
elderly which is representative of the blind population annually reg-
istered by the Commission; - and

2) an elimination procedure occurred where the residential location of the
legally blind respondent was considered unsafe for an interviewer to
visit. This may nave resulted in an under-representation of extremely
low-inccme persons in very undesirable neighborhoods in the Pilot Study
sample as a whole. (See Characteristics, Appendix II., Page )

Although the sample of the Pilot Study was not designed to be statistically repre-
sentative of the blind population registered with the New York State Commission
for the Blind, it appears representative in the scope of attitudes and feelings
of a variety of groups within the blind population.
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V. Additional Representation in the Total Sample

It was hypothesized that family members of the legally blind persons and their
friends might exert significant influence on the respondent's motivation to seek
or accept service. For this reason, interviews with l£ influential collaterals
(family members or close friends) was set as a goal. Because of limitations of
time, only six collaterals were interviewed, five family members and one close
friend. (See Appendix III., Page )

Likewise, the Pilot Study staff set an interviewing goal of If? doctors, both oph-
thalmologists and/or general practitioners who were revealed by the blind respon-
dents to have been in a position to affect the rehabilitation decisions of their
patients, A pre-test of the interviewing instrument was conducted with one oph-
thalmologist. A total of nine additional ophthalmologists and four general prac-
titioners, all associated with the blind respondents were interviewed.

As indicated in the "Introduction", members of an Advisory Committee, a Special-
ized Agencies Committee and a Committee of Directors of Hospital Social Service
Departments contributed factual and conceptual material which have been incorpor-
ated into the pilot study.

VI. Definitions of Terms Used to Describe the Pilot Study Population and
Respondents Interviewed

The total pilot study sample consists of the following:

Sample Segment - (6£)
Number Interviewe&

No Service Received - (35>)
*~~

in Sample

No Service Desired : those blind respondents who so indicated,
to the New York State .Commission for the Blind

j

20
Rejected Service" : blind respondents who verbally or in writ-

ing rejected the specialized agency's offer of service ; 11
No Response: blind respondents who gave no response to the

specialized agency's offer of service] k

Service Cases - (30)

In Service : those respondents currently receiving services
from one or more specialized agencies for the blind] 2f>

Previous Service : those respondents who received services
from a specialized agency in the past; 1

Reception/Pending : those blind respondents with or for whom
initial contact with the specialized agency has been made
but service status had not been determined; h

VII » Two Interviewing Phases_

The Pilot Study was conducted in two phases: Phase I consisted of a pre-test of
the interviewing instrument; Phase II included the main portion of the inter-
viewing undertaken with a revised interviewing schedule. Inasmuch as the re-
visions consisted largely of deletions in the schedule to shorten the interviewing
time rather than basic changes in the research areas, the pre-test interviews were
included in the final sample,

—6—
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VIII. The Interviewing Staff

The interviewing staff consisted of: 1) eight professional staff members of the

three participating specialized agencies for the blind, of whom four were social

workers, two were rehabilitation counselors and two were members of the research

staff of these agencies; 2) UU second year students in social work reaearch

classes from the Columbia University School of Social Work, and 13 students from

similar classes from the Adelphi University School of Social Work j and 3) the

Assistant Director of the Pilot Study,

Several briefing and field report sessions were held with the interviewers assoc-

iated with the specialized agencies for the blind, where interpretation and use of

the interviewing instruments were discussed and goals clarified, both prior to and

following the pre-test phase. Similar briefing sessions were held at Adelphi Un-

iversity School of Social Work, and conferences with the advisory and supervisory

personnel at the Columbia University School of Social Work were undertaken. A

classroom period of from six to eight weeks was employed by the schools of social

work to study and clarify the interviewing instrument, to interview in the field

and conduct classroom discussions of the students 1 findings. These discussions,

together with the field work undertaken by the students, were directed by four

professors of social work research.

The supervision and direction of that portion of the interviewing staff associated

with the specialized agencies was undertaken jointly by the heads of Social Ser-

vice departments within the agencies and members of the Pilot Study staff,

IX, The Interviewing Instrument

For the legally blind respondents, the non-medical collaterals and the physicians

in the sample, semi-focused depth interviewing schedules composed of both directed
and non-directed probes, were used.

Because of the exploratory nature of the Pilot Study the research staff sought a

broad range of factual data, experiences in a large number of situations related
to the visual handicap, feelings and attitudes toward a wide variety of problems
arising from the visual loss. The interview with the legally blind persons took
from one and a half to two hours to conduct, depending upon the responsiveness of

the blind person and the skill of the interviewer. The interviews with family
members and friends took approximately one hour to complete; those with physicians
lasted from one half to three quarters of an hour.

In utilizing semi-focused depth interviews, it is usually the practice to structure
as many of the logical extensions of the hypotheses uncovered as possible. In

this way, an attempt is made to exhaust all possible avenues of response, thus ex-

tending considerably the number of clarified and new hypotheses and concepts avails

able within the depth interviews for validation,

X* Data Analysis

For efficiency in analyzing factual data occurring within the depth interview,

each interviewer was asked to enter on an especially prepared "tabulation sheet"

the principal factual items (used with all persons included in the total sample)
elicited from the respondent. In addition, each interviewer was asked to indicate

(See list of Committees, Advisors and Interviewers, Page iv)

~7«
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his or her own evaluations of key aspects of the interviewing situation: person-

ality factors of the respondent; the degree to which cooperation was evident; the

physical setting of the respondent's home; any factors which may have biased the

interview (interference or assumption of responses by a family member, etc.) A

coding system based upon the key research areas of each interviewing schedule was

developed, the responses tabulated and tables developed accordingly.

While a number of findings in key areas were correlated with what appeared to be

significantly influential data, the clusters of responses in many correlations,

because of the small sample size, were found to be statistically insignificant.

Where they appeared to be important to further research and validation they have

been indicated in the body of the study.

Because of the small size of the Pilot Study sample, only trends and directions

rather than definitive findings can be reported. It cannot be overemphasized

that the main value of the Pilot Study lies in its qualitative analysis, and in

its implications for further research, rather than in the quantitative data re-

ported.

In the data analysis, wherever there has been a subjective evaluation on the part

of the Pilot Study staff, an attempt has been made to so indicate. Wherever there

has been some question of the validity of the responses frcm the legally blind,

the family collaterals and physicians, this has likewise been so indicated.

-8-
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CHAPTER III.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE OF BLIND PERSONS INTERVIEWED

!• Profile of the Total Sample

An analysis of the total sample of the Pilot Study indicates that it is predomin-

antly:

— male (66$)

— married (62$)

~ elderly (63$ over 60 years of age) This is similar to the proportion for the

State. (61$ over 60 years of age as classified in 196U.) However, the pro-

portion of those between the ages of UO and $9 in the Pilot Study ^greater

(32$) than those as classified by the State Commission (18.1$) in 19&U

-- native born (61$) but with sufficient representation of foreign born to pro-

vide insights into ethnic and cultural patterns

— poorly educated, with 53$ having no more than grammar school education

— unemployed (92$)

— white, but with a higher percentage of Negroes (22$) than exists in the New

York City population

-- low income with h9% below the poverty level ($3,000) and 67$ having less

than $5,000 annual income

-~ receiving some form of public funds as a source of personal income. (Com-

binations of: - Public Assistance (17$) - Social Security (Ul$) - public or

private disability insurance (23$) - pension funds (12/0)

— a group, living with members of their family (80$ with spouse, children, or

relatives

— a group with two or more persons (65$) living in the home

— a residentially non-mobile group with 57$ living in their present arrange-

ment over five years (26$ from 5 to 20 years and 31$ over 20 years j

— partially blind (97$)
W-*

*'
"An Analysis of the Principal Causes of Blindness in New York State During

l?6hn , New York State Commission for the Blind

** See footnote, Introduction, Page 2. In 1963 .06$ of those reported to the

New York State Commission were totally blind, in 196U .07$.
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CHAPTER IV.

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS RELATED TO EARLY REHABILITATION SERVICES

AFTER THE ONSET OF BLINDNESS

Introduction

This chapter brings together the comments, factual information and recommendations

provided on an interview or conference basis by; - sixty five legally blind per-

sons; sixteen doctors; seven hospital medical social work program directors; six

supervisors or consultants of service programs for the blind and ten executives o±

specialized and non-specialized rehabilitation agencies in New York City.

The problems presented and information sought were, as reviewed in the earlier

chapters of this report, extremely complex e The breadth of exploration required

an arbitrary grouping in the presentation of the material. It was decided to group

the findings into sections relating to influences which appear to be most inhibit-

ing in the seeking and utilization of available rehabilitation services by legally

blind persons.

There were innumerable instances of effective positive influences which have re-

sulted in a countless number of blind persons currently receiving, or having re-

ceived in the past, excellently conceived and operating rehabilitation services.

However, since the focus of this Pilot Study is on the "inhibiting" influences,

•the emphasis is on those attitudes, philosophy, policies and practices which have

negative connotations.

One of the major questions which was posed at the initiation of the project was -

are those persons who have said specifically they desire no service - or who have

not responded to an offer of service - in need of service? The subjective eval-

uation of the members of the Pilot Study staff after reading all of the interviews

is that 88$ of those who have received no service would have been advantaged to^

some degree if they had accepted one or more of the rehabilitation services avail-

able from specialized agencies.
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SECTION A

HOW EXTENSIVE IS THE GAP BETWEEN ONSET OF SERIOUS EYE CONDITION AND THE

OFFERING OF REHABILITATION SERVICES?

The Gap

Based on the reports of the blind persons interviewed, the gap is indeed extensive

with one half of those interviewed falling into the three to over twenty years

group.

The following table therefore confirms the original assumption that for a signifi-
cant number of persons there appears to be a long delay between onset of serious

eye difficulty and referral for rehabilitation services, For only twenty five per-
cent (2%%) was the time gap less than a year.

Table #1

TIME GAP BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT OF SERIOUS EYE CONDITION
AS REPORTED BY BLIND RESPONDENTS, AND OFFER OF SPECIAL^

IZED SERVICES (THROUGH THE REFERRAL SYSTEM OF THE NEW

YORK STATE COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND)

y

TOTAL
Sample

Tn^oTJ
N %

No Service
Received

~Tn=33T~
N %

Service
Cases
(N-30)

of
pN

Less than 6 months
6 months - 11 months
I year - 2 years

3 years - 5 years
6 years - 10 years
II years - 20 years
over 20 years
Information not obtained

Total 65 100

Tbo

23
11
6

57£

35 100

7 23130,
2 ii % 1 \&l
6

6 19*5~j

5 17 L
2 7 J
2 7

30 100

The above table (#1) also tends to support the belief that early referral after
onset is a factor in whether or not service from a specialized agency is accepted.

$0% of the Service Cases experienced a time gap of less than three years while in
the No Service deceived group the majority {$!%) experienced a time gap of oyer
three years. There are obviously many interrelated factors which have an effect
not only on early referral to a specialized agency but more importantly on the
utilization of the agency's rehabilitation services after referral. Both will be
discussed in the following sections of this chapter.

How Are Referrals Made?

A brief explanation of how persons get to agencies for service may be helpful as

background in analyzing the time gap between serious eye difficulty and the offer

of service. Visually handicapped persons usually come to the attention of special-

ized service agencies for the blind in New York City in one of four ways. Self-
referral - or the direct seeking out of the agency by the visually handicapped
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person himself; referral by relatives or friends; referral by professional per-
sonnel engaged in social welfare, educational or health activities; and the re-
ferral policy of the New York State Commission for the Blind. The New York State
law mandates that all persons who fall within the legal definition of blindness
must be reported by ophthalmologists and other professional personnel to the New
York State Commission for the Blind, When a person in New York City is registered
as legally blind and it is not apparent that he is already known to an agency for
the blind, the Commission sends him a letter (See Appendix III.) advising him
about resources in the community and tells him his name will be referred to an
agency unless he indicates that he has no desire for service. In this Pilot Study
the time gap was computed for the period between the time the. blind respondent
stated his eye condition became serious and the time the Commission for the Blind
advised him concerning the availability of agency services.

Delays Which Are Unavoidable

In considering the gap, it should be noted that there are some delays which may be
inherent in the problem itself. For example, some adjustment time (sometimes re-
ferred to as the "mourning period") may be needed before the legally blind person
is ready to move into the service program of a specialized agency. This is not
intended to imply the rehabilitation process is therefore delayed, but rather it
should ideally have already begun in the doctor's office. The blind person may
need time to work through his psychological difficulties in accepting his medical
condition. This delay cannot always be managed. Many persons in addition to the
ophthalmologist may be involved in this initial stage - hospital or clinic med-
ical social workers, family members, general practitioners and other experts who
may have been called in.

When the point of referral to a specialized agency for the blind is reached, some
delay may be due to procedural aspects. For example, the current referral prac-
tice of many doctors involves the submission of an eye report to the Commission,
where it is reviewed and classified; communication by the Commission with a leg-
ally blind person; a period of waiting for his reply; referral to an agency; the
assignment of an agency worker; the making of an appointment etc.

Delays are occasioned by many other factors. The difficulty of diagnosis of some
eye diseases and the unpredictability of the success of -.treatment or surgBry may
result in delayed planning. In a community like New York City where there is a
very high degree of mobility, failure to locate represents a serious problem and
may not only cause delay but sometimes results in persons falling into a "hidden"
or "lost" group. For example, during the Pilot Study it was not possible to lo-
cate 12$ of the persons to whom letters were sent (31 of the 2 52 persons). Still
another group for whom referral and/or services may be delayed are those with
mental or other illnesses which makes them inaccessible. For some of these per-
sons the severity of, or a concentration on, other disabilities may preclude ser-
vices relating to vision which are considered secondary in importance •

Unnecessary Delays

While some delay in connection with each of the above may be considered as inher-
ently difficult to change, it was nevertheless found that for each there-were
illustrations of prolonged or inappropriate delays which possibly could have been
avoided.

The most tragic of all delays is probably the one of late diagnosis and treatment
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which results in blindness. Two respondents mentioned spontaneously that had their

eyes been examined while they were children, it would have been possible with ad-

equate treatment to have conserved some of their sight which is now irretrievably

lost. Examples of other delays include evidence that some doctors are not sending

in eye reports as legally required; some eye reports are not sent promptly; some

diagnoses are delayed because of the patient's "shopping around"; some persons who
have moved are not located because of the agency's failure to follow up; seme per-

sons who are physically unable to make an office visit to an agency, are not sought

out at their own homes. The majority of these avoidable delays will be discussed

in later sections.

The time period involved in agency processing needs special review, that is, the

time required for each step between the physician's decision that his patient has

a /serious eye handicap until he is seen by a professionally trained worker who can

interpret, in the light of his individual needs, the rehabilitation services which

are available to him. Although it was not possible to include a detailed analysis

during the Pilot Study, it was apparent that a few days between each step added up

to several months in some instances. ' A special study appears to be needed of

"processing" methods and the ways in which this time gap can be reduced to a mini-
mum. The use of a standard letter by the New York State Commission for the Blind,

which informs newly registered blind persons about the availability of rehabili-
tation services, is also in need of reevaluation both in wording and as a commun-

icating device. The responses of blind persons in the sample raise serious quest-
ions concerning its effectiveness. (See Appendix III, - sample copy of letter)

Delays which possibly could have been avoided are illustrated by the following

comments of an interviewer and three blind respondents: -

"The (X agency) people were up here once. Through the Veterans they got

my name. They said they couldn't send anyone up here. If I went there

it would be O.K. But I didn't want anything anyway. I'm satisfied this

way as long as I can get around."

"Respondent said his first introduction to services to the blind came from

his sister who suggested he join the (X agency). He had an intake inter-

view but 'never heard from them again'. Two years elapsed until a social
worker at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital again suggested the (X agency)".

"I was having so much trouble getting around that one day I called up Wel-
fare and asked them, who helps blind people?" (A social worker from Wel-
fare referred her to the X agency.

)

"I also signed a card saying I was interested in recreation you know camps

and things like that, but I never heard any more from them ... Yes, the
(agency) people sent me a card about a clinic meeting for low vision lenses.

I am going to that, (Mr, M's wife reminded him that had been two years ago.)
Yes, but they said they'd get in touch with me, A woman called and said
she'd let me know when to come,"
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SECTION B

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR REASONS WHY MANY VISUALLY HANDICAPPED PERSONS DO NOT SEEK RE-
HABILITATION SERVICES PROMPTLY OR UTILIZE THEM WHEN THEY ARE OFFERED ?

The blind respondents gave a number of reasons why they were not interested in ser-
vices and implied many others. After reading a sample group of interviews a list
of twenty five factors which may cause or influence the time gap between the onset
of blindness and the seeking of specialized rehabilitation services, were ident-
ified. This list was reviewed by the social work and rehabilitation staff of The
Jewish Guild for the Blind and the selected group of Hospital Social Service De-
partment Directors, In discussion sessions, they were asked to select from the

list of twenty five, the six most inhibiting factors in the seeking of service
based on their own experience in working with legally blind persons. The table on
the following page indicates their choices and four factors which were subsequently
added

.

The factors selected fell into three major groupings:

1. Factors directly related to the person's own view and adjustment to visual
loss. All three professional groups chose the following as among the six
most important factors: -

— Unwillingness and/or inability to accept visual handicap (legal blind-
ness )— False hope that eye condition will improve

— Gradual progression in loss of sight (which allows for gradual accom-
odation)

2. Factors primarily related to attitudes, either of the blind person or his
family or friends: -

— Toward blindness (stigma, protectiveness, guilt, shame etc.)
— Toward acceptance of services from a voluntary agency (charity concept,

client role, ethnic groups served etc,)
— Toward segregation of the blind

3. Factors related to general personality patterns: -

— Apathy
— Lack of motivation
— Resistance to change
— Need to retain a dependent role

In addition to the above, the lack of knox^ledge about the nature of specialized
services (including the assumption that services are for the totally blind) was
considered a major factor in the failure to seek service,

A subjective evaluation of the verbal statements made by blind respondents would
tend to confirm the above judgements arrived at on the basis of experience by the
professional staff groups. It is questionable whether the reason for the gap in
any individual case can be attributed to one factor. Generally, a combination of
interrelated factors requires careful sorting and study, A major goal of the Pi-
lot Study has been to obtain a better understanding of the facets of the problem
and to determine which of the varied interrelationships are most significant. This
aspect of the study will be further discussed in the separate sections of the
findings

,
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Factors Which May Cause "or Influence the Time Gap Between the Onset of

Blindness and the Seeking of Specialized Rehabilitation Services

Factors Most Frequently Chosen From Among Twenty Five Factors

Ranked in Order of Their Choice

By The
Social Work and Rehabilitation Staff of The Jewish Guild for the Blind

and a Selected Group of Directors of Hospital Social Service Departments

Most Significant Factors re Seeking Services

Six Most Frequently Chosen

l£~"Soc. 10 Rehab 7 Hosp Soc.

Workers Workers Serv. Dir,

1
2

1
2

3(a)
1

2

3(b)

3(c)

6

6

5 3(d)

- Unwillingness and/or inability to accept visual

handicap (legal blindness)
- False hope that eye condition will improve
- Need to retain dependent role (fear of responsi-

bility for self) 3
- Apathy or lack of motivation (general)
- Resistance to any type of new experience or change (general)
- Lack of knowledge about the nature of available

specialized services (including assumption that

services are for totally blind and not for the

partially blind or those with "usefull" vision) h
- Attitude of family and/or friends toward blind-

ness (protectiveness, guilt, shame, stigma, etc.)

« Attitude toward segregation of the blind
- Attitude of blind person toward the acceptance of

service from a voluntary social or health agency

(charity concept, stigma, client role, ethnic groups

served etc,)
- Gradual progression in loss of sight

Additional Factors from Which Choices Were Made

* Lack of knowledge about the availability; of specialized services
- Attitude of family and/or friends toward the acceptance of services from a vol-

untary social or health agency(charity concept, client role, ethnic groups served

. etc .

)

- Need to remain independent (compulsive independence)
- Physical inability to contact agency (homebound)
- Concentration on other disabilities to the exclusion of blindness (blindness

secondary handicap)
- Satisfaction with personal and social adjustments made to loss of vision with-

out the aid of specialized agency
- Intellectual inability to understand services
- Cultural barriers (familial containment)
-. Financial impoverishment as a deterrent in seeking help
- Attitude of doctor(s) toward blindness
- Attitude of doctor (s) toward rehabilitation services
- Negative experience with non-specialized social or health agencies
- Negative experience with specialized agencies for the blind
- Acceptance of blindness as the will of God or as the punishment for sin
- Language barriers

Factors Subsequently Added

- Acceptance of blindness as part of the natural process of aging
- Agency delay in handling service request
- Delay in adequate medical diagnosis
- Deprivation of elderly of services by children or relatives
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SECTION C

SOCIAL STIGMA. ATTACHED TO BLINDNESS — THE MOST SERIOUS DETERRENT?

Introduction

Professional workers in agencies for the blind have indicated over a long period
of time that a major barrier to the seeking or acceptance of rehabilitation ser-

vices is the "non-acceptance" of blindness, by which they mean the psychological
inability of the blind individual to recognize that he has a handicap which inter-

feres with normal functioning. This became an initial hypothesis for the Pilot

Study.

The research findings confirm this hypothesis, and at the same time reveal that the

problem is a particularly complex one. The difficulty appears to be rooted not

only in a psychological incapacity to accept the handicap but also in two other
inter-related phenomena

:

1) in the negative attitudes, i.e. the "stigma" with which society views

blindness — attitudes which, to varying degrees, the blind individual
has incorporated within himself, and

2) the confusion which results from the absence of a functional definition
of blindness. The overwhelming majority of the legally blind have

either some partial sight or light perception. The presence of resid-
ual vision is an important factor that differentiates these persons in

their functioning from the totally blind. It also becomes a means used
to avoid the stigma attached to blindness per se.

An analysis of the interviews suggests that the individual's apparent refusal to
accept his blindness is often , in actuality, a demonstration of his effort to re-
tain his place in a "normal" world. It is used as a shield against the negative
characterizations of "helplessness", "uselessness", "abnormality", "stupidity", and.

"pitifulness", which society attributes to blindness. It is used to resist the
tendency of society to see him not as an individual who happens to be blind, but
rather in terms of a category, i.e. a blind individual, which denies him identity
as an individual.

The blind person's psychological and social functioning would seem to be patterned
in a large part on these complicated efforts to retain his individuality, both in
terms of his social and his self-image. This appears in the study to have profound
effects upon his attitudes toward rehabilitation services.

The desire to maintain this identity, i.e. not to be categorized - typical of many
respondents in the sample, is strongly expressed by a legally blind woman in her
seventies, economically secure, well-educated, in excellent health and active in a

wide variety of social and philanthropic organizations. She comments:

"I don't consider myself blind because I can still go out alone. I would
rather die than be completely blind. I am not afraid to die. The doctors
however tell me that I won't ever be blind, but I don't know whether this
is just to be encouraging to me."

Another 1 pondent indicates his desire to maintain his place in a normal world:
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"Yes, (with a chuckle), my family and friends think I am blind but I

don't think so at all. I only have poor " eyesight and I don't let them

forget it ."

I. The Rejection Of Blindness And Of The Relationships Associated With It

a. Own Estimate of Sight

In an effort to determine the extent to which non-acceptance of their

blindness contributes to the gap between the onset of visual loss and the

acceptance of services, the respondents were asked a series of questions

about their eyesight;

How much trouble would you say you have seeing at the present time:

(a) a great deal of trouble? (b) some trouble? (c) little trouble?

To what extent can you read a newspaper at the present time? Do you have

special glasses for this purpose?

Sometimes people who have difficulty seeing are considered "blind" and

sometimes they are not. Do your friends and family think of you as

"blind"?

And how about yourself — do you consider yourself "blind", or not?
(If answer is "yes", then probe:) About when did you begin to think of

yourself as "blind"?

The research findings indicate that there is an over-all rejection of

blindness and its implications by approximately half the sample. As the

accompanying tables #3, $4, and #5, illustrate:

— the majority of respondents (55%) do not consider themselves "blind""

nor do approximately half {$!%) of their family members and/or friends

consider the respondent "blind" ^ as reP^ted by blind respondents)

— the majority of the respondents (5h%) reject the word "blind" as an

appropriate description of their visual handicap. Of these, a much
higher proportion of those in the No Service Received segment (6B%)

reject the word "blind" than of the Services Cases (37$)

The words and phrases used most frequently by respondents to describe
their visual handicap are: "partial vision" ; "peripheral vision";
"tunnel vision",* "almost blind"; "semi-blind"; "partial blindness"; ,lrii?~

ually handicapped"; "trouble seeing"; "eye trouble"; "poor eyesight";
"myopia"; "partially blind - I have glaucoma"; "have cataracts — temp-
orary difficulty"; "retinal hemorrhage"; "I wouldn't know what to call
myself"; "I wouldn't know, it puzzles me".

K-
"In a four state survey of 68U legally blind persons 20 years of age ar.d oVvZ»,

conducted by the American Foundation - for the Blind, half of the respondents
said that they did not consider themselves 'blind'", A Pilot Study of Visua l
Impairment , (Eric Josephs on, Principal Investigator), American Foundation for
the Blind, New York, N.Y. 1965, footnote, page 31.
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Table #3

Respondent's Own Estimate of Sight (Legally Blind)

TOTAL
Sample

WZZJ
N %

No Service
Received
(N-35)
N %

Service
Cases
(N-30)
N %

Consider themselves "Blind" 29 1*5

Do not consider themselves
"Blind" 36 55

Hi 1*0

21 60

15 50

15 50

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Table #1*

Families' and Friends 1 Estimate of Legally Blind Respondents' Sight

Consider respondent "Blind" 22
Do not consider respondent

"Blind" * 33 51
Information not obtained 10 15

(As Reported by Blind Respondents)

31* 10 29 12 1*0

20

5
57
11*

13

5

1*3

17

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Table #5

Reaction of Respondents To The Use of Word "Blind" in Relation to Themselves

Accept word "Blind" 22 3l*

Do not accept word "Blind" 35 $k
Information not obtained 8 12

10 29
21 68

1 3

12 1*0

11 37
7 23

Total 6^ 100 35 100 30 100

It was not possible within the framework of the Pilot Study to determine
the basis for this difference in the two sample segments. A number of
possibilities are suggested for further research: 1) that those who hav?
received services experience a mediation of their non-acceptance of blind-
ness while in service; 2) that basically different attitudes toward
acceptance of blindness have initially motivated the acceptance or Reeking
of service: 3) that the acceptance on the part of those in service is enn
phase in their psycho-social development and becomes operative during the
period of receiving services*

The establishment of definitive medical, visual, psychological and social
differences between these two groups of "acceptors" and "non-acceptors' 1

might offer significant insights into ways of closing the time gap between
onset of blindness and reception of rehabilitation services.

Perhaps the most significant indicator in these tables is that half of t> «?
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Service Cases consider themselves blind, but half do not. A definitive
understanding of the differences between these two groups would also ap-pear to provide insights into the nature of the functional, and psycholo-
gical values implied by the acceptance of rehabilitation services,

b. Response to Blind Relationships and Segregated Activities

In order to determine the extent to which identification with other blindpersons or with activities (in the specialized agencies) in which the part-icipants are for the most part blind, is a barrier to rehabilitation, the
interviewers asked the following questions of the blind respondents:

(Knowing Other Persons with Poor Vision)

Some people we have talked with say that knowing othsr : peorile.vwith v'.»i.
*>ye trouble is a big help. How do you feel about this?

w?h&
fl

eXtent d0 vou come in contact with people who have trouble see-

r*2 9 ?
nj °f them Cl0se friends? In what ways do you enjoy their

facto^? ^^ WayS d° y°U f±nd the±r comPanv not completely satis-

S«Si*
eXtent W°Uld 7m like t0 know other Pe°Ple who

>
1±ke y°u > *»Ve

.rouble seeing? What are some cf the things you feel you might get outoi knowing such people?

nor™?
°th

^f o
hand

'
t0 what extent do y°u like t0 be with Pe°Ple with

vn-+rtv,
Slg VJhat are some of the satisfactions you get from beingwitn these people? '...-. •

vIj^^
eX^nt do y°u have a preference for being with sighted or with

your choic
a VlSUal handicaP ? ^uld you please give your reasons for

(^r^PVPj^b^CT ânizations of People with Visual Problems )

thill n
f Pe

?
P
u
G Wh° Cannot see well

> feel that it is better to have

theo+h t S
S and gr°Ups made up of Pe°Ple with visual problems. Cn

it isTn +
Sane pe°Ple with serious eye trouble have told us that

er-mmo fu
With PeoPle who can see normally, to be in the same

&L£UPS as they were in before their eyesight became a problem.

lpL
d
ly°?/UPP0Se Sane Pe °Ple ^el that all those with eyesight prob-lems should stick together ?

don't
e

i?
her hand

'
What d° yoU suPP°se are the reasons why some people

,

join groups that are organized for people who have trouble seeing

What are your own feelings about this question?

-1. Rejection of Relationships With Other Blind Persons

shior
Se
+r

h
5indinS s reveal that the negative feeling toward relation-

blind an ? tT blind Persons and toward activities in x^hich the

+h* v
sighted are separated in the agencies is even greater than
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As Indicated on the accompanying table (Table#6)

- less than one fifth (Itf) of the total If&^^J*?**17 P°S~

itive responses to relationships with other blind persons

— among the Service Cases, the relationship between positive and neg-

Sm re^ponsls is fairly balanced (^;:W'c— with

"Both" versus 6h% "Negative" combined with "Both", although it would

appear important to note the content of the negative responses in

terms of potential improvements in the relationships within the

agencies

•

~ among these not receiving service, the weight of the negative resp-

• onset (77* "Negative" combined with "Both" relationships with Win

persons outweigh the positive responses (!*(#, "Positive

with "Both") by almost two to one.

It would appear from these indications that for Ser^Jwe^*f
*

Pon
contacts with a specialized agency may have had a mediating e£f^^ orx

their personal relationships with other blind persons,*«**£ tnos

not receiving services, the possibility of such contacts is an inn

ing factor in the seeking of rehabilitation services.

Table #6

Attitudes of Blind Respondents Toward Relatienship^Jjith Other BlindJ^rgong.

TOTAL No Service

Sample J*e££ivel

N N %

Positive " 12 19
Negative 29 hk
Both* 17 26
Ambivalent X 2

Non-ccmmittal 6 9

Total 65 100

2, Rejection of Activities in Which the Blind are Separated from the

sighted

The accompanying table (Table #7) indicates that there is a low^^
positive response for both those receiving and th*se not recexvii g

vices, to segregated activities. As indicated:

— less than one-tenth of the total sample W) give a clearly P^ltlve

response to the separation of the visually handicapped from

sighted

— only cne-third of the Service Cases view separated activities pw-
ively ("Positive" combined with "Both") This is a little more v .

one half of the proportion (£(#) that regard relationships wiw

other blind persons positively (Table #7)

* "Both" indicates that respondent has had two or more experienced in whic one

or more was positive and one or more was negative,
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— likewise, almost twice as many Service Cases view separated activit-

ies negatively ($7%, "Negative" plus "Both" ) as view them positively

(30$, "Positive" plus "Both")

— among those not receiving services, there are no clearly positive

responses to the concept of separated activities, but one-fifth of

these respondents (2C#, "Both" ) conceive of some positive potential-

ities? while almost three-quarters (71$, "Negative" combined with

"Both") view separated activities negatively

— slightly over one-fifth of the total sample (almost the same for both

segments) are non-committal. This response arose out of those who^

were unwilling or unable to imagine what separated activities might

be like; (no service received segment) and among the Service Cases,

those who had not yet experienced separated activities (reception

pending) or were unable or unwilling to articulate their views.

Table H7

Attitudes of Blind Respondents Toward the Separation of the Visually

Handicapped From the Sighted (Segregated Activities)

TOTAL
Sample

N %

No Service Service

Received Cases

""W-3?T"~ "TN^307
N % N %

Positive 5 8

Negative 31 H8
Both 11 17
Ambivalent 2 3

Non-committal 111 21

No information obtained 2 3

18

7

1

7

2

51
20

3
20
6

5
13
h
1

7

17
hk
13

3

23

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Regarding relationships with other blind persons, this person, a Ser.

vice Case, says:

"I don't know anybody else with eye troubles. I do not think

I would like to. I like to keep my troubles to myself. I

like to forget iW There are lots of people with bum eyes. I

saw them up in Veterans, I do not like talking to them, made

me feel sorry for them

"I prefer people who see. I feel perfectly normal. I like to

joke and sing and be just like anybody else."

Regarding segregated activities, this person, receiving no service,

talks about keeping in touch with sighted contacts:
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"I f d prefer being with my own friends in the Elks and Masons
and I just don't have any time to join other groups. I don't
feel all sightless people should be in one club because it
doesn't give them a chance to meet other people and get other
ideas »"

This Service Case observes:

"I don't think it helps - psychologically, it is better - I

just would not go for it. I want to be in a noi-mal group so
that I can continue to respond normally."

II. Concepts of Blindness and Their Implications

a. What is Blindness?

Only 2 persons (3/0 in the sample of blind respondents were as previously
mentioned, classified by the New York State Commission for the Blind as
"totally blind"."" It was not possible within the scope of the Pilot Study
to analyze the medical reports of visual acuity for persons included in the
sample* In the individual's use of his residual vision, a wide variety of
differences in functioning was apparent. Some moved independently net only
within their own home, but also in their own neighborhood. Others moved
around the city, using various means of transportation. Some read news-
paper print with the use of optical aids. Many revealed an ability to care
for individual grooming and seme were sufficiently competent to take care
of their homes, including the cooking. Wherever residual sight was used
for one or more aspects of daily living, the respondent clearly indicated
the importance of this factor to him. In fact, it is residual vision and
its usefulness that appears to motivate many legally blind persons to re-
ject "blindness" as the category into which they fall, and the word "blisid"
as an appropriate description of their visual loss.

This respondent regards blindness as the absence of any light:

"I do not call myself 'blind' ; I would say 'blind' is someone put
in darkness."

This respondent finds it difficult to consider himself blind because he
reads newspapers:

"I. don't know how they (family and friends) think of me. Generally,
they don't use the word 'blind' er call me 'blind'. When I bump
into things and someone says, 'What's the matter with you, are you
blind?', I would say 'almost'. I consider myself visually handi-
capped but legally, I am blind, but its hard to convince someone
you are blind if they see you are reading a paper."

This re-pondent rejects blindness as a definition of his visual loss be-
cause he .aoves around the city independently:

4

(See footnote, page 2, 12$ estimated in total population)
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"I don't consider myself blind. After all I can find my own way here.

Sometimes I walk into people and I have to be very careful. I can't

see much to the left or right. I don't know what to call myself."

As discussed in a later chapter, there is considerable confusion over thnse

for whom the specialized agencies exist! those with a visual handicap or

only the totally blind? Interviews with ophthalmologists reveal a similar

confusion,

b. The Problem with Definitions of Blindness

In discussing their referral practices, a number of ophthalmologists com-

mented on the frequently-discussed problem*" of determining to what extent

a visually handicapped person needs rehabilitation services, and if so,

what type. Two ophthalmologists make these observations:

"But you know another question comes up all the time. You know there

is such a thing as an individual determination of blindness. By that

I mean, 'blindness' is a different thing for different people. It

really depends in many ways on the individual himself and how he ex-

periences or interprets blindness. Individuals react quite differently

to various degrees of loss of vision.

"What is 'blindness 1 ? There are five different definitions that I kncv

of and perhaps there are many more. There are the definitions by:

1) the Federal government ; 2) by the state in which you live; 3) by
various insurance companies; h) by the Workmen's Compensation law; and

5) the so-called 'legal' definition. So you see that 'blindness' is

often what a person or authority thinks it is; it isn't some absolute

,

,:

"I have a patient — a little old lady — she had always helped in his

(husband's) office and she wanted to continue doing so. She has 20/2C0

vision. And she can read the print I showed you, with optical aids.

Should I tell her she is 'blind'? _ I can't describe her as 'blind', I

don't believe it, no matter what the legal definition is. In other

words, in your approach to 'blindness' you have to be practical as well
as scientific . No two human beings are the same — and with visual
loss it is the same thing. What is 'blindness' for one person is not
for another, and in your approach to the patient and his needs you have

to be guided by what is possible, practical, and what is suited to the

individual need. If you generalize, you just don't serve the patient
as well as you should. You cannot throw all persons with the same de-
gree of visual loss into the same hopper. It can't be done without
harm to the patient."

The need for a functional definition of blindness that would be univers-
ally applied was emphasized by the heads of the Social Service Departments
of hospitals, in their conference with the Pilot Study staff. They stress-
ed that where a patient is affected by other types of handicaps, the

See Braley, A.E., M.D. "The Problem of the Definition of Blindness " in Proceed-

ings of the Thirty-Fifth Convention of the American Association of Workers for
the Blind, Inc, Washington, D.C,
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medical diagnosis usually indicates the degree of disability, soith-.t those

directing his rehabilitation have an authoritative. estimate of the level of

his functioning. This is not true for the "legally" blind which creates a

great deal of emotion, misunderstanding and serves to obscure the blind

patients' potentialities for rehabilitation.

c. How the Legally Blind View the "Blind"

The interviews with partially sighted blind respondents reveal insistence

on the presence of residual vision; refusal to use the term "blind"; re-

jection of segregated blind relationships and activities. This suggests

that they are trying to avoid the stigma attached to blindness, which they

— as well as the outside world — tend to impose upon themselves. In other

words, it would appear that a large number of respondents reject steps in \

the direction of rehabilitation services because they would then be ident-

ified with a group which society has pushed into a marginal role; they

would then be the objects of those same negative characterizations which

they — even at this moment in their lives — simultaneously apply to

blind people and to blindness which they seek to escape themselves. This

involves them in a conflict having both positive and negative implications.

One of the best ways to observe the stigma attached to the blind, is to

note what the legally blind respondents in the sample have to say about

blindness and blind persons:

1, Blindness Implies "Helplessness " and "Dependency"

A person not receiving service and one who is a service case say^:

"As long as I am able to get around, I'm 0K„ I'm not like those

people who live in that house for the blind on the corner. They

cant see, they're helpless and dependent - I don't like to be

around them because they just sit around and do nothing and feel

sorry for themselves. That's what they all do at those agencies

for the blind. I've never been to one but I can imagine and I'm

not interested in any service they have."

"No, I don't consider myself blind either. If I have to be led

by the hand or am afraid, then I'd consider myself blind."

In a Pilot Study of Visual Impairment , American Foundation for the Blind,

New York, N.Y. page 3, Eric Josephson, Principal Investigator, points out:

"Visual impairment is open to varying clinical, legal and functional or

behavioral definitions; ... However, blindness as defined by law is arbi-

trary in the sense that it includes some persons who appear to function

nearly as well as 'normally' sighted persons and excludes others who are

severely limited in physical mobility and activity because of trouble see-

ing ... Defining 'severe visual impairment ' as inability to read ordinary

newspaper print even with glasses, the Health Survey reports nearly a

million 'severely impaired persons'."
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2. The Blind are to be "Pitied"

A man who did not respond to the agency's offer of services reacted as

follows

:

"When you look at other blind people, you realize you're better
off. But it's no good for me — it breaks me up. Maybe I'd

get used to it after a while."

3. Blind People are "Miserable" and "Unhappy"

This person, a Service Case, is the recipient of a talking book machine
but will have no other contact with a specialized agency for the blind:

"I get a little fed up with hypochondriacs. I do not even
like to talk about my handicap. Misery loves company. I do
not happen to be in that category. Perhaps I am wrong - I do
not know. I do not like such company."

A woman who is receiving major services from a specialized agency feels:

"Maybe they think they could be better understood, being be-
tween the same types of people. I don't think so, all those
poor people suffering. I don't like to be with people who
fall all over themselves and can't get about."

III. The Struggle For Normality

«T a. Objective Recognition of the Stigma

In interviewing blind respondents, the interviewing staff did not probe
specifically for their reactions to the stigma attached to blindness as
they experience it in their daily lives. In spite of this, however, ap-
proximately one fourth of the respondents made spontaneous observations
about the feelings and actions of the sighted toward the blind. In most
instances, these were made by persons who are Service Cases. This appears
to stem from the higher socio-economic status which characterizes the Ser-
vice Cases and from the fact that in general they are younger, as much as
from any conditioning experience within the specialized agency. This group
as a whole are more articulate, appear to objectify more readily, and bring
more intellectual and emotional energy to bear on their problems associated
with their visual loss.

The psychological response to blindness among these respondents contrasts
sharply with that of those In the previous section, who, consciously or
unconsciously apply to themselves the negative qualities which society
attributes to blindness.

Below are a few typical comments. This blind respondent, a Service C.:se,

notes the association with "disease" which his blindness represents to a
relative;

"One of the most hurting things that happened to me was when my
sister-in-law whom I helped when she first got married, jumped
away from me when I touched her, just like I had a contageous
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disease. This hurt me deep down* My wife said to forget it

that she was just ignorant, but the fact that a loved one can

turn away from you like you are an animal hurts you way down."

This Service case notes that to others, blindness implies a deterioration

of mental faculties and stupidity :

"My wife is the closest person to me. It is not always satis-

factory. She cuts me short when I'm speaking and acts as if my
blindness has affected my intelligence. Yet before I was blind
she knew that she was nothing intellectually, compared to me.

Now that I am dependent on her she treats me like I am a child.

I want to scream sometimes, but I try not to. I have learned to

control these feelings a great deal, lv

Another Service Case notes the unpleasantness with which he feels most
blind persons are received:

"Most people want to be with other people who have the same problem.

They stick together to work on problems together. When you go with

a group of people who can see, you get in the way. People don't want

to go out of their way to help very often. People don't have time

for caring about problems that are not theirs. I guess everybody's

got his own grief to bear. But some can be a big help. Some can be
real nice e They can help you out in a way that makes you feel real

good. Not many though."

Social rejection by the sighted is noted by this Service Case:

"Sighted people don't always want to let people in, even if the blind

don't want to be separated. They may be pushed off by those with
sight. They are afraid of the blind - afraid they, too, will become
blind - they would rather not see the blind. I am not saying this
about other people alone. I felt the same way - I was frightened of

the blind - I only thought of them as beggars . I know now that it

is different but I wish the agencies could get the beggars out of
the subways -there is no reason for it with all the help that is

available, I know better now."

b. An Interest in People Not Blindness

A minority of the blind respondents in the sample do give evidence that
they are able to reject both the external application of the stigma attached
to blindness and an internal imposition of the stigma on themselves. These
are the persons who feel that they choose their personal relationships on

the basis of congeniality and/or that it does not matter whether their
associates are blind or sighted.

These persons, receiving no service, express their feelings about congen-
iality:

"It makes no difference to me, I feel just as comfortable with a group \

that had visual problems as I do with a group that doesn't have them.,

If they are friendly people that's all that matters to me."

• "They're both the same. It wouldn't make any difference to me, to be

perfectly frank. That's a hard question,"
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The follcwing person, a Service Case indicates similar feelings: that he

is interested in people nfet blindness, :

U I have no preference fr?r being with either kind of person. I

don't see hew anyone could. It depends who is in each group —
I can't generalize,"

The Need fcr Independence and Its Implications for Accepting or Seeking

Rehabilitation Services

Initial hypothesis of the Pilot Study was that the dependency relation-

ships induced by blindness could serve as a barrier to the acceptance or

seeking of rehabilitation services.

Investigation of this area cf the blind person's feelings, attitudes, act-

ivities and relationships with family, friends, and influential others con-

sisted of two parts

:

1) specific probes put to him by members of the interviewing staff as

follows

:

A lot of people with eye trouble to whom we have spoken say that they

feel like a burden to their family. Yet others complain, and say they

are expected to do too much and that they should be waited on now that

their eyesight is giving them so much trouble. How do you feel about

these points of view?

To what extent do you feel people with eye trouble should continue do-

ing things for themselves?

In general, how would you say your family feels about your doing things

for yourself? What are some of the things they like you to do for

yourself? How do you feel about this? What are some of the things

they would prefer to do for you? What are your feelings about this?

2) An analysis by the Pilot Study staff of respondents' reports' regardlrg

the extent to which they do things for themselves in their daily act-

ivities: orientation and mobility; reading; self-care; heme care; em-

ployment; recreational and social activities; in their relationships
with friends, families and organizations in the community.

An analysis of the accompanying table (Table #8) indicates that:

— three-quarters of both segments in the sample population, the service

cases and those not receiving service, have positive attitudes to-

wards "doing things for themselves"

— there is a very low level of "No information" in this area.

On Table //9, it is noted that:

— as expressed by blind respondents, family members are less favor-
able OU/0 than the blind respondents are toward the respondents'
own independence

— there is a high level of "No information" in the blind persons' re-

sponses to family members ' attitudes and actions, rendering these

findings less insightful than those in Table #8
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Table #8

Attitudes of Blind Respondents Toward Doing Things for Themselves

TOTAL No Service Service
Sample

(N-fej
N %

<_. Received
(N-3*)
N %

Cases
(N-30)
N %

Positive
Negative
Both
Ambivalent

8

3

Ik
12

26

6
7U
17

22 73
2 7

3 10

Non-committal 2 3 1 3 1 3
No information obtained h 6 2 6 2 7

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Table #9

Attitudes of Family Members Toward Respondent Doing Things for Himself
(As Expressed by Blind Respondents)

§

Positive 22 3ii

Negative 10 15
Both 2 3

Ambivalent ^
Non-committal 1 2
No information obtained 30 Ii6

12 3U 10 33
h 12 6 20
~ - 2 7

1 3 _ —

18 51 12 Uo

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

*

A woman whose service status is pending reports

:

"I think people should do things for themselves and they shouldn't get
helpless. You should do the best you can. (no family) I prepare all
my own meals. I likes to do all my own cooking and eat my own food. —
I don't like to eat out or what others prepares. — I go outside most
time alone — at crossings I waits till other people go and then I know
it's CK. I would like to learn how to use a cane -for travel. I would
like to find some kind of work that I can do. I would like to get off
Welfare and earn my own way if I could. I never knew there was anything
for people like me to do."

Illustrative of this respondent's feeling that her family tried to limit
her independence is her observation:

"Deep down, I feel this way, (that she's a burden to her family). But
they will try to be very helpful.— too helpful. Especially my sister.
She's afraid I'll hurt myself, and she always tries to help me. She
can't overcome her fear I'll get hurt. I think it's very good that
people should try to do things for themselves. After all, what about
the people that live at home?
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"They don't tell me what to do ^^ff^llt fS-S *
me. But I go ahead and do a lot of things ior ^exi.

bed, wash dishes, dust, etc. The only thing I don »t try to do is v c

urn the floor. I'm afraid I'll hit J^F^ » ™W gf^2SS-
practically everything by myself. But they have to see

first that I can do it."

Efforts were made by the Pilot Study staff to establish int^££^e
within each interview: to determine whether.^/^.^^fI?f it
coincides with other responses ^ving significant relationships wi .

is the considered opinion of the Pilot Study staff that a large ™™er

respondents do the things for themselves that they report;^at many resen

the "over-helpfulness" of family and friends. Moreover *^/g^^ e
three-quarters of the blind respondents indicate ?J^l£l^Z
is, in terms of the over-all analysis, pessf* ff^^6™6

basic resistance to the social stigma attached to blindness.

In determining the effects of the findings upon the initial hypothesis

that dependency relationships may be a major cause of delay in receiving

rehabilitation services, it would be necessary, in any f^^f^'
to determine: 1) valid criteria for independence; 2) the efiects 01

many variables (age; socio-economic status; condition of blind person

health; level of independence prior to onset of blindness, etc.; upon

independenc e

.
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SECTION D

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF GRADUAL PROGRESSION IN THE LOSS OF SIGHT?

I# Gradual Progression Related to Age

Gradual loss of sight may be a concomitant in the process of aging, along

with other losses in physical functioning. A slowing down of activities,

a lessening of interests is often accepted as a normal pattern of 'growing

old 1 . The passive acceptance of lessened ability of physical function was

found to be a significant factor in not seeking services to substitute or

replace those skills lost due to diminution of sight. This was expressed

by several blind respondents:

"I don't think I should be trained. I'm satisfied the way I am, I've

made the best, I'm too old to be trained, don't want it. It's too late

to start something new. — I think they're good (services) for people

who 're young enough to participate,"

"I wouldn't(be interested in services) — I'm through with everything,

I'm done for. This takes the life out of you. It is the worst thing in

the world. When your eyesight goes, you're finished. I'm near 70. I

don't go for that stuff. I can't learn to travel, I don't care anymore.

What can I do?"

The tragedy of such passive acceptance lies in the unnecessary loss of many
of these skills which would add immeasurably to the comfort of the blind

person and his family, his sense of usefulness and to the enrichment of his

life. For example, a continuation of his ability to take care of his per-

sonal needs without assistance, his contribution to household management and

of many of his life-time social, recreational and community activities.

Although apathy, lack of motivation and resistance to new expediences char-

acterized the attitude of a number of the aging, in some instances there

was an indication that it was their children who were depriving their par-

ents by superimposing upon them their own attitude of passive acceptance.

Also, when severe loss- of sight is combined with old age, both the "over-

protection" by some and the "shunting aside" by others appears to be re-

inforced. The majority of blind persons are in the older age brackets and

are often dependent on their families in many ways because of their age. It

would be valuable therefore, to explore the best means of interpreting to

both the blind person and to their families those activities which need not

inappropriately be curtailed or given up because of age or blindness per se.

II • Gradual Progression Related to Disease and/or Age

Gradual progression in the loss of sight may occur not only in relation to

age but also in relation to disease at any age and at varying tempos. It

may, for example, be directly related to the progress of other diseases such

as diabetes.

The following Table #10, gives the principal causes of blindness for the

study samples
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Table #10

Principal Causes of Blindness as Classified by the New York State Commission
for the Blind

TOTAL
Sample

N %

Diabetic Retinopathy 13 20
Glaucoma 12 18
Cataract ^ 6
Myopia 5 8*6
Macular Degeneration k 6
Other Retinal Affections 11 17
All other causes 16 2li.U

No Service Service
Received Cas es
(N-35) (N-30)
N % N %

->

8 23 5 16.5
9 26 60$ 3 10 26

h llj - 0m
***

2 6 3 10
2 6 2 6.5
5 Ht 6 20

5 1U ID! 37

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Where loss of sight is so gradual that the transition from the non-blind to
the legally blind category is not sharply apparent, not only are physical ad-
justments more readily achieved but in the opinion of the medical social
workers, who participated in the study, it is psychologically easier to deny
the severity of the loss. A blind respondent states:

"Oh, it was a shock at first, of course. When somebody tells you you're
going to be going blind or nearly blind it's like a punch in the stomach.
But this disease doesn't hit suddenly and it doesn't leave you completely
blind, I can still see in the daytime and read with a magnifying glass.
Night time is the only time it's really bad. Then it's terrible, I can't
see at all and I don't go out. Over the years my eyes have gotten steadily
worse. It's a very gradual process. You just get acclimated to it after
a while and you sort of live your life in spite of it. The guy I really
feel sorry for is the one who goes blind all of a sudden. That must really
be hell. You wouldn't have any time to get used to it. I just kept on
going, working. You don't lose everything. I don't feel sorry for myself
and I don't ask for any sympathy."

An ophthalmologist states

:

"It (the time gap) is generally that the process of loss of vision is a
slow and gradual one. We never know at what point the person is going to
become blind. The man that I mentioned works and he is not blind because
he has enough vision to work. In other words, he doesn't function as a
blind person,"

and another states:

"Another reason for the gap, I think, is this: when a person loses vision
rapidly , and there is a condition or state of shock — and the person is
suddenly blind — then he yells louder. He gets to rehabilitation sooner.
When the onset is gradual, the body has a chance to adjust to the gradual
loss of vision more slowly, then the person finds himself far more capable
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of handling himself, and he tends to feel he doesn't need rehabilitation
services,'

^
III. Accomodation

With respect to the adjustment mentioned by the blind respondent and the oph-

thalmologist above, it was found that the accomodation achieved by many of
the blind persons interviewed was described as being satisfactory to them.
For example,

"I don't consider myself blind - don't think other people do - I've worn
glasses since I was fifty, and these jare just stronger and different. My
grandchildren just know I can't see as good as I used to. — I've adapted
myself and I can do the things I want, so I'm not so concerned about some
of the things I can't do,' 1

*

They often referred with pride to the things they had learned to do for them-
selves - mostly getting about without help - keeping their homes clean - cook-
ing for themselves. Their frustration was expressed around inability to
drive a car - travel distances - find a job. The level of accomodation
achieved was usually within an extremely narrow environment and through a
trial and error method, with marked familial dependency. For the legally
blind person to do as much as possible for himself and for the. person with
useful sight to continue to function as a sighted person as. long as it is
feasible, obviously has positive values, but for the blind person to accept
a low level of functioning or go through a long, tedious and frequently dan-
gerous period of trial and error when, with rehabilitation help, he could
attain a more comfortable level of functioning obviously has negative values.
An accomodation at a low level - a sort of equilibrium, or at an inactive

' level of functioning, was particularly characteristic of the No Service Re-
ceived segment of the sample

„

IV. Sudden Onset

It was hypothesized that persons for whom onset of blindness was sudden would
be more likely to seek rehabilitation services to cope with the demands that
unexpected loss of sight brings. The following Table #11 bears out this hy-
pothesis. Of the 25 persons for whom onset of blindness was sudden, 60% were
in the Service segment. Of the 25> for whom there was gradual progression,
only 36% were in the Service segment.

Table #11

Progression of Eye Condition as Reported by Blind Respondent

*

TOTAL
Sample

N %

Sudden Onset 2$ 38
Gradual Progression 2$ 38
Congenital 9 m
Information not obtained 6 10

Total \6$ 100

No Service Service
Received Cases

N %

10 28

16 1*6

7 20
2 6

35 100

N

15 50
9 30
2 7

I 13

30 100
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When the time gap (Table #1, Page 12) was examined for the Service and No

W Service Received segments of the sample in terms of suddenness of onset it

was found that suddenness of onset is apparently a motivating factor in the

early acceptance of service. For example, for the Service Cases 37$ of those

who experienced a gap of no more than two years between onset and offer of

services report "sudden" onset. Among the No "Service Received group, within

the same two year period, only 9$ report sudden onset.

Table #12

Comparison of Time Gap and Progression of Eye Condition

Lme Gap Between Development of Serious Eye Condition and Offer of Specialized Services

Less 6*^ 1^2 3^ Over " No

Service Cases. than 6 11 Mos, yrs* 10 yrs« 10 yrs« Info. Total

(N-30)~ "T7» "T^--O^ T" f HfZS 1 %* n""T

Sudden $ 17 1 3 £ 17 h 13 - ' - - - 15
'

$0
Gradual 27 1 3 1 3 U 13 13-- 9 30

Congenital «. - - - - .
- 1 3 13-- 2 7

No Information - ~ ........ 2 7 --27 U 13

30 100

No Service Received—
~w&)
—~~~

Sudden 13 - - 2 6 5 H* 2 6 ~ - 10 29

Gradual - - it 10 3 8 8 23 1 3 - - 16 h$

Congenital 13 1 3 ~ - 1 3 3813 7 20

No Information - - „.-_-- „-26 2 6

35 100

Conversely, there are more persons {26%) who had experienced a gap of more

than two years and who had reported "gradual" onset are in the No Service

Received group than are found in the Service group (16$) vho had also re-

ported "gradual" onset.

The analysis of the No Service Received cases also shows that in addition to

the heavy weighting of gradual progression, they are generally older, have

lower incomes and are at a lewer educational level than the Service Cases,

Further analysis is needed to have a better understanding of the interrelat-

edness of these factors,

V, Research Needed

The implications of the above suggests the importance of the timing of re-

habilitation referrals by ophthalmologists and indicates further research

on how best to reach the "gradual progression" segment of the blind pop-

ulation is essential.

* Due to rounding, the percentages in the rows are somewhat less than the

percentages in the Total column,
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SECTION E

FALSE HOPE, A DETERRENT IN REHABILITATION? ^.

What the Ophthalmologists Say

The ophthalmologists interviewed had differing ''opinions about whether hope for

recovery should always be left with the patient. This was in sharp contrast to

their unanimous opinion that the patient should be informed about his eye con-

dition and that it was the doctor's responsibility to inform him. Opinions also

differed as to the timing of giving the information to the patient. The following

quotations illustrate these differences: ( underlining added)

"I always inform him. — I am optimistic with him. I tell him there is always

a chance, there is something which may help him. — I never give the patient

a bad outlook . — I have a man who is U8 who was shot in the temple and he

became blind but I still gave him hope. For example, I tell him that there

may be new operations in the future. If you don't give them hope, if you're

not optimistic, they find life hopeless . I always give hope when they are

younger because they have a long life ahead of them."

"The best time? It differs from person to person. I tend to give hope rather

than blast them with the truth . In most of the cases I (general practitioner)

see where irreversible blindness occurs, the ophthalmologist has this re-

sponsibility (of informing the patient),"

"At a point where it is obvious that long-range progress is a poor one, I

would tell the patient and where the patient expresses some concern. S_cme-

times, people do not ask and unless they ask, I do not tell them . I guess

you could conclude that at the time the vision has become a disability, I

would so inform them.

"

"I would inform individuals who are sufficiently stable from a personality

viewpoint — they should be told. They would want to know. I have found

that people resent being given false hopes — they can deal with problems

more realistically,"

"Yes, I inform all clients about their condition and only if the client is a

psychiatric case would I not inform him. I think every person should be in-

formed of the nature of his condition. This is the only way you can expect

him to take the proper steps for his future. — If I feel that the patient's

ocular condition is progressive, that is, deteriorating. I would inform him

in a gentle way and at an early stage so that he would be gradually able to

adjust to the situation."

"The main reasons (for the time gap between onset of blindness and rehabilit-
ation services) as I see them are:

1st: the doctors" reluctance to tell patients they are legally blind, that

they are visually handicapped and probably going to stay that way, in

cases where this can be determined.
2nd: the patients' reluctance to hear this ; they just will not hear it,

they start running away from it. At least five or six out of ten

won't accept, but the ophthalmologists lead even them in non-accept-

ance,"
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Another ophthalmologist says t ,
.'.

"the second main reason for the gap is that doctors themselves are re-

luctant to admit to a patient that he is blind, especially if you have

been involved with a patient for a long time. It is very hard to admit

that the patient's sight is irrevocably gone ."

These comments suggest that the physician is influenced not only by what he con-

siders is best for his patient but also by his own reaction to blindness, A re-

luctance to admit his patient is blind may relate to his own reaction to the

stigma attached to blindness; to a feeling that blindness represents failure in

medical skills or knowledge; to an inability to cope with the emotional components

of a patient »s abandonment of hope; to false hope on his own part and other factors,

The number of doctors in the sample was too small to produce reliable statistical

data but it would appear that the New York City doctors interviewed reacted in a

manner similar to those in a large representative group of ophthalmologists (180)

who were included in a study made in 1958 by Professor Samuel Fines tone and Dr.

Sonia Gold."" They reported, "Some 63$ did not believe hope should be left, while

31$ (the remainder not answering) adhered to the belief that hope for recovery

should always be left." A smaller group of ophthalmologists in this study (18)

selected for their own experience and interest in rehabilitation programs were,

however, heavily of the opinion (lU out of 18), that the practice of leaving hope,

even though an established condition of irreversible blindness exists, "was not

wise in that rehabilitation efforts by the patient were impeded."

What the Medical Social Workers Say

The discussion of the Committee of Medical Social Workers about the effect of

false hope revealed the importance they attach to it. Based on their experience

they commented: 1) that doctors seem to feel guilty over the patient's loss of

sight, feeling that they have "let the patient down" and they are therefore re-

luctant to think of what rehabilitation implies; 2) some doctors have to be en-

couraged to explain the full details of the eye condition to the patient and

3) doctors are less likely to inform the uneducated than the educated. They have

found too, doctors being unfair tp patients by offering hope, a chance of sight,

when it wasn't really true, with a comment, "How can I deprive him of hope?" It

was also suggested that the clinic setting tends to encourage on-going clinic

visits which may in turn lead to a false interpretation by the patient of a pos-

sibility of improvement in sight. They felt, as did one of the ophthalmologists

quoted above, even when the doctor does give complete and adequate information

the patient often "hears what he wants to hear" - one discussion may not be en-

ough, the patient may need several discussions, going over the explanation again

and again. In their experience, patients xsrith serious disabilities tend to pro-

tect themselves from anxiety by excluding information given from their awareness.

What the Blind Respondents Say

There are divergent opinions among the blind respondents, as there are among the

opthalmologists, about whether they wish to be left with hope "at any cost".

#•
Finestone, Samuel, and Dr. Sonia Gold, The Role ofjthe Ophthalmologist _ in the

Rehabilitation of Blind Patients, The American Foundation "for "the Blind, Mew

York, N.Y., and the Seeing Eye, ttorriatown, N.J., 1959, Page 55.
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The opinions ranged from expressions of deep gratitude for having been promptly

and adequately informed to complete rejection of attempted explanations. There

were also expressions of resentment about not being told and indications of ir-

responsible "shopping around" in order to get a more favorable diagnosis (as well
as planful seeking of several medical opinions for confirmation or for the most
expert medical help available). There were those who were not convinced about
the diagnosis and those who did not wish to be convinced. Although no statisti-
cal analysis is possible since the interview questions were not specifically
directed to elicit the extent of false hope for improvement, the response of a

large majority implied that they very much wished to know the exact nature of

their eye condition.

Typical responses in relation to "false hope" were: - (underlining added)

"I went back to the first doctor I had seen and asked for his opinion. He

said he hated to tell me this because he had been hopeful something could
be done, but now he told me nothing could be done. He made me come and
come, but all the time he was afraid to tell me the truth ."

"One thing I have against them, except for the doctor at New York Hospital,

is that they didn't tell me what to expect. As a result I was living in
hopes and expectations . (WOULD YOU HAVE LIKED TO KNOW?) "To tell me the
truth, I would be resigned to it. I asked if anything could be done - 'Oh

yes', but there was nothing that could be done. The doctor at New York
Hospital told me the truth, stopped the medication. I was then resigned.
The other anxiety was terrific."

"About a week later I went to the doctor - the doctor never told me what was
wrong. I asked him over and over, he would never tell me . I still work Ik
hours a day on my feet. My doctor is an eye specialist - he never would
tell me if I was going to go completely blind - you must know or you wouldn't
send me the letter,"

(DID YOU TELL YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT GOING TO THE HOSPITAL?) "My wife told him,
I didn't want to. I explained that it wasn't because I had no faith in him,
but when you hear about somebody who's going to help you, you go, no matter
where it is ."

"The first one was an eye specialist, members of the family went to him,
they were satisfied. He said it wasn't too serious and I felt good about
it but then it got worse and he said not to worry about it . He probably
thought in terms of my going blind that I shouldn't worry but I couldn't
see good then. Maybe he was talking from his point of view ."

"They (family) think I have a faith it (eyesight) is going to come back a

little. I have a faith. My family is the same. When I lay down, I rest
a lot, and when I lay down I feel I am not blind e But when I wake up I

feel blind. I always feel this way, if God wants to He'll give it back, if
He wants to ." (SO YOU DON'T CONSIDER YOURSELF BLIND?") "No, not blind. I

feel it's going to come back."

"I don't think of myself as being blind like some people who use dogs to lead
them or use canes for aid. I just think I have bad eyes which will get
better eventually."

~
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The overwhelming majority of the blind respondents (l\\%\ gave permission to the

Pilot Study interviewers to contact their ophthalmologists or-physi6ian, .
It was

unfortunate that time limitations permitted only thirteen interviews, particularly

since \\0% of the blind respondents evaluated the medical information given them

by their doctors about their eye condition, as wholly or partially inadequate.

Although Table #13 below, indicates that the majority consider the medical inform-

ation given them is adequate, it should be noted that there is a marked contrast

in the evaluations of the No Service Received Cases and those of the Service Cases.

This finding should be studied further in terms of the characteristics of the two

segments.

Table #13

Blind Respondents' Evaluation of the Adequacy of Medical Inform-

ation Given Them by Their Doctor (s) About Their Eye Conditions

)

TOTAL
Sample

No Service Service

Received Cases

-"W%T~ lN=30j

N % N % N

Adequate
Inadequate
Both
Information not obtained

3S 5U
20 31^
h 6

21
8

2

It

60

11

lit 1*7

12 1*0 \
It 13)

Total 6£ 100 35 100 30 100

Information was sought from blind respondents about how soon after onset and

after the development of serious eye condition they sought medical care. The

overwhelming majority claimed that there was no time gap in their seeking of

medical care after onset {11$) or after their eye condition became serious (87%)

In the Service Case segment 100$ claimed they sought medical care immediately

after their eye condition became serious. If the statements of the blind re-

spondents are reliable, it strongly suggests that ophthalmologists are in a po-

sition to be the first professional person who has the opportunity to influence

the attitudes of persons vith a visual loss. Father Thomas J. Carroll, in his

book on blindness states,

"Although the onslaught of blindness is a tragedy, with its multiple effects

on the blind person, on his family, and on his whole circle of friends and

neighbors, life holds worse tragedies than thid. And the first thing to be

done is to admit its reality and to meet it face to face." He goes on t©

say, "Dr. Cholden strongly warns medical men of the harm they can do to the

patient by holding out false hopse," (quotation continued on next page)
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1,From his own experience with blind people, he shows how the tragedy of new
blindness is . only deepened and prolonged by encouraging the patient to escape
from facing the reality that is upon him. He shows that it is false kindness
to try to spare the person the shock and grief These must be undergone before
there can be rehabilitation. *n

Since there is such widespread evidence that false hope of improvement is an
important block to rehabilitation and at the same time there is strong evidence
that a significant number of ophthalmologists believe that hope for recovery
should always be left with a patient even though irreversible blindness exists,
this problem also represents another area in which more careful study and further
research is needed.

>

^Carroll, Rev, Thomas J., Blindness, Little, Brown & Co., Boston, Mass., 1961
Page 12,
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SECTION P
.. it.-.. Ill i I Mi

how much is known about specialized agencies and their services ?

In order to determine the awareness of blind persons of the existence of special-
ized agencies and the services available, the respondent was asked to describe
the problems confronting him in his daily life in relation to his visual loss.
Interviewers were asked to probe for: a) the respondent's level of interest in
services related to each problem described j b) the respondent's knowledge of
existing community agencies; c) where and how he found out about existing agencies.

At the conclusion of this research area, the field staff members were again asked
to probe for what the respondent .knew about existing agencies and available ser-
vices. In the final section of the interviewing schedule, respondents were asked
a third time to recall anything they might have heard about agencies and rehab-
ilitation services which they might not have mentioned earlier in the interview.

I. Low Level of Awareness

The findings indicate that of those persons who had received no services only 3%
are "Very Much" and 77% are "Somewhat" aware of specialized agencies; similarly,
only 11$ are "Very Much" and $$% are "Somewhat" aware of the services they offer.
(Table #lH)

Table #1H

(A) Extent of Blind Respondents ' Awareness of Specialized Agencies for the Blind

No Servic e Received

N %

Very much 1 3
Somewhat 27 77
Not at all 6 17
No information 1 3

Total 35 100

(B) Extent of Blind Respondents' Awareness of Specialized Agency Services

Very much
Somewhat
Not at all
No information

H 11
19 55
11 31
1 3

Total 35 100
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The category "Somewhat" needs definition: all persons to whom the name of an

agency was remotely familiar, or who had "heard of" one type of rehabilitation

service (such as braille, talking book machines, mobility training, guide dogs

etc.) fell into the category of "Somewhat". "Very Slight" awareness would char-

acterize approximately 7# of those in the "Somewhat" category, but it Proved

impossible in view of the limited awareness of the respondents to develop firm

criteria for a scale other than the one used.

Varied sources of information were cited. Seven respondents indicated that opthal-

mologists made rehabilitation suggestions to them (See Table #23 QAJ and \u>,

Section I, page 70), while seven others said that their sole source of information

was a letter received from one of the specialized agencies seeking a contribution.

Two persons had contacts with Social Service departments of; hospitals; tne JJe^art-

ment of Welfare and the Veterans Administration had contributed to the awareness

of two respondents each; radio and TV spot announcements were recalled as tne

source of their information by six respondents; and relatives or friends ol tnree

respondents had spoken generally of specialized agencies or services, bcattered

in between this minimal clustering of responses were two persons aware ol tne

New York State Commission for the Blind (one who had received and discarded a

letter; the other had visited the office and had a good conception of what was

available, but chose to reject services). This paucity of awareness is a lurtner

illustration of the non-effectiveness of the Commission's form letter.

Whatever the source of information, the interviews revealed that the knowledge

of available services and of places where they may be sought is fragmentary ?nd

vague, and only a few of those not receiving service give evidence of interest.

This is what the respondents have to say:

Somewhat Aware

"Mrs. F., a social worker at the hospital, called the Z agency on my behalf.

The people from the agency are very nice. A gentleman came over to my house

and asked me a lot of questions about everything. I needed help to go to

the clinic, I told him. Later they sent me a Mrs. T. She is very nice, too.

"No, I never asked them for anything more than just getting me to the clinic.

(Do you know of any other services the Z agency might have to offer you?)

"I really don't know — I guess they do more than just sending out volunteer

workers, but I never asked them for anything ... I do the best I can without

any help ... Never before in my life did I depend upon other people for help.

I still try to do the best I can ... (I can see that. But were the various

services that the Z agency has to offer, ever explained to you?) "I don t

think so ... I can't remember whether they did ,.. No, I don't believe that

they ever did ... (Did you ever have contact with any other agency servicing

blind people?) "Yes, once Mrs. F. (hospital social worker) thought I needed

a cane, and she called up the X agency to help me with this. Two people Come

to my house ... One of these was blind himself ... They, too, interviewed me

and asked a lot of questions. We agreed to go to a special shop m the city

where I could get a rubber-tipped cane. You have to go there yourself, so

that they could see whether the cane has the right length. I never got that,

cane, because these people from the X agency never came back."

-hi-
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Mr. L. has heard that special agencies are; "Nice to go to. They help people

forget most of their problems. They are good for socializing and teaching

the people many things." Mr. L. heard about these agencies from the doctors

and patients at the hospital.

No Awareness

"I can't read the newspaper, so I have no information. Sometimes on the radio

I hear information on diabetes or heart, but nothing on the ayes. J^HERE-
ACTED WITH SURPRISE "There are?" WHEN I TOID HER THAT THERE ARE PUCES THAT

HELP PEOPLE WITH SIMILAR PROBLEMS.) I never heard that. The only thing is

that the investigator (Welfare Department) sent a doctor when my daughter

called them to say that I had eye trouble. I know there are clinics, but. 1

can't go myself."

"To be perfectly frank, I know about the X agency because they come around

and leave leaflets. About anything else, I don't know. To be truthiul, l

don't know anything about these places."

And a blind respondent whose serious eye condition is long standing:

"No, never. I hear nothing about it. And I was not interested because I had

no time, and I can't run around. They don't help me. (WHAT AGENCIES DO YOU

KNOW ABOUT?) I do not know of any. I never was there. And I don't want 10

now. I am too old. I get along myself very well. That's too much for me.^
;

Nobody has ever talked to me about organizations - no, never, never, never.

It was noted previously that persons in higher socio-economic groupings appear as

little aware of specialized agencies and available services as those in lower

socio-economic groupings. Inasmuch as only five persons in the No Service Re-

ceived segment had an education of "Seme College" or more, and only six persons

report a household income exceeding $5,000, no definitive findings in this area

can be stated. But of these persons, only one appeared to be fairly knowledgeable

about the agencies and services available. A more typical response of this group's

limited information is this comment by a wealthy respondent, active in a large

number of community organizations, indicating what she knows about specialized

agencies for the blind:

"I know the X agency is a place where people read to people and a place where

blind people make things for a living. That is about all I know about it.

"My only contact was with the Low Vision Lens service and I found :them very

nice. I don't really know what else they do. I had a friend who read to

blind people at the X agency. Otherwise, I have had no contact at all."

Whether this lack of information and knowledge is real or apparent is probably

subject to further research. Specific aspects of this communications failure

are discussed later in this chapter, Section H,

II,. Limited Concepts of Rehabilitation

Perhaps the most serious consequences of this communications failure is the limit-

ed conception of rehabilitation services held by blind respondents not receiving

services. Whatever other factors may act as barriers to seeking service, the

level of understanding of these services, as exhibited by the majority in this

sample, is such that only the most highly self-motivated individual would be likely

to ferret out the information he needs in order to make a decision about seeking

and accepting services.
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Typical of these limited conceptions are the following comments:

n (What do you know of organizations that teacli people to read braille?) "NoW organizations. What is braille?"

(In response to probe on impressions of agencies:) "I heard they say theyhelp, but I don't know what they do."

(Probes on reading) "I read papers and books once in a while. The radioreads to me. Talking books? Never heard of that."

(

lftatMlnS
n^ledf f °rgfi2ations

)
"Not Personally. Don't know of any.What could they do for me? Me for them?"

fblf?mn^!-
in k±

l
early sixties wh° had attended college, discussed his favor-

lould I int
he

T
c^d do for me ~ not financially, but what did I like most, what

Ls nreoar^d%n .ff
er "T^ bef0re S °me °f the Services he offered me a«d h*was prepared to offer most anything if I was interested."

jm » Low Level of Interest in Service- —
j

bhe
V
other

f
f^tif5

°f
*ff^1* * abo^ agencies and services, and considering

f those nil IT,
deSCr

^
bed ln Previous chapters, it is not surprising that 6fJDl those not now receiving service indicate "no interest" in so doing. (Table^)

Table /jQg_

I Extent of Interest Expressed by Blind Respondent in Specialized Services

TOTAL No Service Service
ipffj&l Received Cases

— S t n % n %
r

ery much 18 28
omewhat ?n in * ? ^ ^0

f*«**U 26 $ 2 ? If * 37
o information To ^ 3 10

" * 1 3

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Lual
hWP°^ ***?^Gd/ Pr°blem in his dai1^ life associated with his

tti?ude Sard ree^f ^ *?" *?*«**«** staff probed for the respondent's
III , !

d receivinS services in that particular area. In manv in-tances

robLTa" '^ ^ "N°' n0t **«»**" for as many as JS orlive
*'

rl respondent in previous service
2 respondents, not interested in continuation of current services
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The reasons for lack of interest given by respondents tend to cluster around
three main factors already discussed: 1) their belief that specialized agencies

are for the totally blind, a category into which this sample does not fit;

2) the presence of family members to assist them in daily living; and $) a sat-

isfactory acccmodation to their visual loss. While on the surface it might appear

that a dependency relationship had developed which is difficult for either the

respondent or the family member to forego, it was not possible to determine with-
in the framework of one interview the extent to which this is true. In many cases,

there were implications of the intense desire to be independent, to retain a pos-
ition in the sighted world which association with an agency for the blind appeared
to threaten.

In the following respondent's remarks, we note the reliance on family members as

the basis for rejection of service:

He doesn't think he needs to be trained to travel now, because he doesn't go
that many places. Where he goes, relatives go with him. Respondent misses
being able to read to himself very much, and gets mad wheft he cannot read.
Ke never heard of talking books, and is not interested in them because his
wife can read to him,

"The special agency is a place for people who have a special problem. — I

think agencies are OK for people to need them but I have a family; I don't
particularly need them.' 1

The presence of residual vision is given as the basis for the lack of interest
in each of the following respondent's observations (coupled, in the second com-
ment, with a hope that the respondent's eyes will improve):

"No, I haven't had the desire to contact any organization. So far, outside
of reading and traveling, everything else I have been able to do. I'm not
particularly interested and I feel right now I can manage. — Maybe my eyes
will become worse, — but I'm able to get out, talk to people and associate
with people. — My home is all right. I've got a lot to be thankful for."

"The only place I heard from was the Y agency. (Wife: "We're hoping when he
gets the other glasses he won't need no help.") I don't know how they got
my name. They called and my wife told them I'm not totally blind. I don't
know why they get in touch all the time. I think it was nice of them to
call to ask if I needed glasses or help. I never knew of such places at ally"

An emotional inability to cope with this loss of sight, combined with compulsive
need for independence is indicated in this ^respondent 's comments:

"He said I got this trouble because I'm a diabetic and have hardening of the
arteries. If I had known what it was going to be like I would have allowed
the operation back in '59. I tell you, Miss Smith, I am very very bitter.
If I had known that life would be this miserable, I would have x^anted them
to operate, but my doctor was against it and said it would kill me. Even
that would be better than not being able to see...
"I'm not interested in any of these agencies that pity you and that's all
those people who do that viork in any of those agencies for the blind. Well,
I don't want their pity - I don't want them to feel sorry for me. Miss Smith,
I'm an independent man, I work hard, I pay my own way, I'm not dependent on
anyone, never haw. beoti and nov^r will boll I'm not totaMy Mind — I'll
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never be a burden to my wife - it's not worth it, and I don't want her pity,
If she wants to know anything about my eyesight I tell her to ask my doctors,
not to talk to me about it. She knows not to say anything to me now because
she knows how angry I get. I'm the man in this house and she does what I
tell her. I don't want her doing things for me. u

This woman gives her distaste of being with other blind persons as a reason for
not accepting agency services:

"Long time ago, another lady from 23rd Street came. She say I come see her
twice a week* Join groups. Don't want to see other people who can't see.
I told her I can see very little,"

These two respondents give peculiarities of their own personalities as the basis
for rejecting services:

In response to the questions about services from a specialized agency, Mr. G.
replied that he is "not sociable and is not interested in anyone else." He
thinks of himself as "selfish" and feels that "most people are selfish". He
feels' that he knows all about specialized agencies or knows as much as he
wants about them. He said that he doesn't want to "plan more than an hour
ahead of time."

"I had a letter sent by the Y agency for the Blind. I wouldn't be adaptable
for any rehabilitation mainly because of my temperament* I've always run
things myself, and I don't feel it would be worth the effort to make a change,

"I don't think I want it, (a talking book machine) that's something I couldn't
tolerate at all! I know a little about it and know how it is used, but I
don't think I would want to be bothered. Some of these things I don't want
because of my own personality."

An immobilizing depression is revealed in the comments of this respondent who
states that he is not interested in rehabilitatipn services:

"I haven't been in touch with anybody. I have no information. I became de-
pressed and didn't want to bother. I don't even like to think about itp I'll
tell you the truth."

In spite of the long list of factors that contribute to the time-gap between the
onset of blindness and offers of services to these respondents, it is clear from
the depth interviews that there are many potential service cases with whom ad-
equate communication has not been established.

35p of this Not In Service segment indicate either considerable or some interest
in services. Internal evidence reveals that for many, the . interviewer • s probes
regarding agencies and services were the first occasion on i^hich the respondent
had an opportunity to hear or think about such possibilities for himself. Thus,
seme of the negativism expressed can be attributed to the total newness of the
subject matter, and to the understandable inability of the respondent either to
identify adequately with these possibilities or to make decisions regarding his
readiness to take advantage of them.

The need for more adequate information and a more effective means of communication
with those not receiving services is indicated in the following comments. This
respondent would accept services if transportation were provided:

4£-
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Mr. P. thinks the agencies are good for people with poor vision, that are in

different circumstances than he is. He feels that he does not "need to be

involved" because he has a family. — The main thing that has kept him from

being in touch with one of these agencies or organizations is the lack of

transportation. He feels that he would be "interested in going if the agencies

provided transportation.

"

Another shows a willingness to accept help with self-care and still another seeks

possible help (low vision aids) with his eyes:

"I am willing to go to one of these agencies for any kind of help they are

willing to give me, whether there is a charge or not. I think most sightless

people need help with keeping their clothes.

"I don't know anything about social agencies. What can they do for my eyes?

Yes, I'm willing to try. I'll do it right away. Give me the address. Will
they tell me about my eyes?"

Others reveal an interest in services, if they knew where to seek them:

"I don't know any organizations or people connected with braille. I would bo

interested to learn, but I don't know where to get in touch with an organ-

ization."

Other respondents treasure their independence and take pride in providing for

themselves:

"I only had one visit by the investigator. Sometimes I call the office but

they always change investigators. I think they do all right. I don't want

to ask for anything and try to manage as best I can. I have always been in-

dependent and don't like to ask for things. After I get to be 62 years old

I'll get my husband's social security benefits,"

The significance of adequate communication with a person who has rejected services

is perhaps nowhere in our study more dramatically illustrated than in the case of

a woman with a profound fear of blindness who rejected the offer of services from

a specialized agency because she felt it implied she would be totally blind. She

is dependent upon her family, who were present during the interview. They ex-

pressed a desire to see her accept rehabilitation services and overcome seme of

her immobilizing fears. In the course of the interview, the respondent, for the

first time since the onset of her serious visual difficulties, finds that she can

communicate with someone from an outside organization:

Mrs, B. did not think she would like any training to travel outside her homa

by herself. She said that she does not know why but she is afraid of such

training. She also does not see what they can do for her s.ince she is not

"blind" and does not use a cane or a dog or "anything like that" and "I don't

have to". She says that they cannot do anything to make her get over this

fear of traveling outside by herself and they cannot improve, her vision so

that they cannot help her. Here, it came out that she was contacted, by -the

X agency but told them that she did not want their services. She did.net ••
;

•

know what services they were trying to offer her.
She had never thought of being able to talk to a social worker but finds her-

self talking to me very easily, and since I am a social x^orker (she asked mr
what kind of training I had), she feels that she might be able to. She feeJ.s

that the worker would have to come to her heme — the way that I did — for hor

to feel comfortable in the situation.
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X7% Concepts of Rehabilitation and Level of Information of Family Members of
Blind Respondents !

! ~ —
Within the time limitations imposed by the Pilot Study, one relative or friend
01 each of six blind respondents could be interviewed. Of these six blind per-

Hf?^+,Vr
f.

SerViCe Cases
'

one is Pending, and two rejected service. Nodefinitive findings among their relatives or friends can be stated, but the

futSrresearcT
lnSlghtS that COUld be useful in developing hypotheses for

one^Lf^
001^^313 °f Servi°e Cases interviewed, (three family members and

encoSSL It?H ^ee arVen formed about the agencies and services. They

SitSifn^ llnd
£
esP°ndents t0 Participate fully in the agencies - rehab-

haMiH^-
Pr0grams

' PerhaPs the m°st interesting of the observations about re-

rfriend n? a
SerV1Ce

^ maf ** non-medical collaterals comes from a young person,a iriend of a young blind woman, who notes

:

'The^sho^d
1^^ b\d

°f
f°r blind peoPle >

if the^ can do them themselves.

thiLt?^, fg^ to
,
sustain themselves. Most blind people can do some-

WWv J 7 sbould .Set aW from the idea of weaving baskets. The first

encoSaLd tf^
1^^5/2,0^^ t0 d° everything. The families need to be

tot? ,
help blind persons become more than a vegetable. They needto take pride m what he can do and expect him to do something.

"for fS/em
p
er+^n °nly teach Personal skills such as dressing and caring

forever til n F** atUtUde ShoUld he
> <**'** not *<*« to be here

brlille tZl,
lhre

,

t
n°,

learn t0 be dependent, t Family can't teach

S centP^ I'J SkX
}
1S

>
et°- These th±n^s should be taught ^ a train-

out of tS Z S
?r

ral reasons
>
the P^son should be encouraged to get

Place to L ?*'
Xt
fT* mare °f a feelin2 of self-reliance to have a

fellint of *tZ
hZ lea

l
n t0 traVel to Set there and this is good. The

worlHo LI f
g soraewhere ' is important and it doesn't restrict hisworld so much An^agency should give this training - like the agency X

opportunitv tn i?+ !
aS

J
S°°n aS P°ssible before the person gets theopportunity to sit around and feel hopeless ...

'

TOs
n
coSlor

M
;,^

uf the agencies and went with her to all the places the

liked Hest SI' J* ?* strange going to these places at first. I

and she knew^vt^ •?
&

i T1d) saleswoman who seemed to be like any other

ing a noSal lT?7 t+? ^ Where " COUld be found
' She kerned to be lead-ing a normal life. It's important for people to be able to say 'I work"."

^LT^encv^ f
6 Wlf

^°f ?
bUnd ***«*«* whose case is pending in a

ion to his pSScimtfi f Wel\inf0™ed. While she appears to have no object-

guided by her husband^,^ * *f
abilitation Program, feelings and attitudes are

this point ofafat- +
8 d

!S
lre t0 be indePendent and his rejection, atpoint, of an association with other blind persons. The wife says:

"L
h
llt malf^S^ **!

,

(a^ncies) until I started, getting pamphlets

X. He has told L t
d
^

down
?+
tairs tried to get hUn to give his name to agency

one view about bHndL
Sn^ ?"£ t0 be ar°Und PeoPle "ho arG bl™d

' He has

it I I IS k
dness and she has another. She likes it; he doesn't likeit ... No, I only hear about agency X, no other agencies."
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„ .n , W(J rtf hUnd respondents who were interviewed are

The remaining two family members °* b^ *^P°££ very active in professional

in a high socio-economic^W^e
g£*SS did thefamily member have any

or philanthropic circles. In »elther
, ^f"!? Z± depth f knowledge about

firm conception of rehabilitation f/^^^dLectors handling materials

agencies. One spouse is a member of a board of ^ °.^ servlfies . The spouse

for the blind, but knew nothing of availabl^g^„ a Drofessional worker in a

of another blind respondent had"^^ visually handi-

welfare program; yet knowledge of rehabilitation servic

capped was vague and generalized.

In both of these instancesf^tX^^S^-^
related to the stigma attached to blindness, "^^clated, in a larger sample,

tional and awareness gap. "^^lor new methods of communication with

it would have a number of implications 10r n
offering services,

blind respondents in upper income groups as well as new w y

V. The Hospital Social Service Director's Informationaljeeds

The Directors of Social Service Departments ^T^re^oZfZ^ut
with the Pilot Study staff, discussed

*^f °^ "^L^es with ophthalmologists.
specialized agencies and services and also their expenenc

a. Problems and Needs in the Social Service Departments

vices. They indicated that:

1. The medical social worker and the Social Service depart*.** must have

more information of all "sources available, to ^lation to

it was felt that the present workload of social service stai

a twofold problem:

ilitation services for a wide variety of handicapped persons),

b) an inability to undertake enough visits with the handicapped persons

to see them through to desired goals.

2. It is vital to establish closer '>^.™™™^^J^3ZU
partments and the specialized agencies for the blind, in orde

the time-gap between the onset of blindnessif the reception

ilitation services. The directors indicated a need to expio

al ways of inter-relating to achieve the aesired rapport.

3. It is important for staff of Social ^^^^at^musf
the steps at the specialized agency with «hich the blind pat*°

cone in order to fit this aspect of their knowledge of the patient

life into his total setting (school, neighborhood, 30b, etc.)

k. More research is needed and available research^^^^"£«r»«5 r^n^tronVeraX/the practices

of the specialized agencies.
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b. Ophthalmologists' Attitudes as Experienced by the Social Service Directors

With regard to ophthalmologists' understanding of rehabilitation services,

their awareness and information, the Social Service directors were, again,

almost unanimous in their opinion that:

1. Ophthalmologists, as previously discussed in Section E on False Hope

tend to feel guilty over the patient's loss of sight. They feel that .

"they have let the patient down", and as a result are reluctant to

think about the value of rehabilitation:

2. Physicians are unable to envision rehabilitation: they tend to equate

poverty with the need for service; they tend to think only in terms of

jobs or vocational training if they consider rehabilitation services

at all. Their understanding does not encompass training for mobility,

self-care, home care, recreational and social services etc. The bociai

Service Directors emphasized that doctors reveal no realistic concepts

of what goes into daily living; the rehabilitation services affecting

the housewife and child care get almost no attention from physicians,

and they confirmed the finding of other research studies that doctors

feel that blind women who have or want children "are out of their

minds". They emphasized that the doctors have no awareness of home

care, of the electrical appliances and other aids available to the

modern housewife, or for that matter of the various appliances avail-

able to others in the household.

The Social Service directors feel that ophthalmologists are more limited

in their concepts of rehabilitation services than other physicians.

VI. Ophthalmologists \
Awareness of Agencies and Services

As has already been indicated, a fertile moment for developing awareness of re-

habilitation possibilities in the visually handicapped occurs when the physician

first determines that serious visual impairment has taken place. This is the

opinion of many blind respondents, of professional workers with the blind, oi

medical social service workers and of some ophthalmologists in the sample, inis

opportune moment can be utilized only if the physicians themselves are convinced

of the propriety and value of describing and suggesting rehabilitation procedures.

and only if the physicians are themselves sufficiently informed to do so.

Ophthalmologists « perception of their own role in rehabilitation and their referra.

practices are discussed in detail in this chapter, Section I. This section will

concern itself only with the conceptions of rehabilitation held by the blind re-

spondents' ophthalmologists and private physicians and with the extent ofthai

awareness of specialized agencies in the community best able to handle rehabili-

tation problems of the blind.

Massachusetts Association for the Adult Blind, Research Proposal, "Providing

Generalized Services to the Adult Blind" p. 6: "The private physician appears

to be as subject to these barriers as any other professional person in the

community. We have found this to be true both in the pilot program and in oo.nei

programs of this agency. In the pilot program, a social caseworker talked wi.h

16 gynecologists before finding one who felt that a blind woman had a right "GO

have a child."
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The Pilot Study sample of physicians (nine ophthalmologists and three general

practitioners) is undoubtedly atypical of the profession with respect to their

awareness of agencies and services. Out of 13 physicians interviewed, 11 are

either attached to hospital clinics and/or are consultants to specialized ag-

encies for the blindj two of the ophthalmologists are members of the Rehabil-

itation Committee of the Medical Advisory Committee of the New York State Com-

mission for the Blind, However, even among some of these ophthalmologists,

limited conceptions of rehabilitation were found. Examples revealed by the inter-

views follow: one ophthalmologist emphasized that his approach to offering re-

habilitation services is based upon the patient's initiative rather than the

physician's own conception of the patient's reality needs:

"Money and jobs, are the only things specialized needs include, nothing else.

(Mobility .training?) Do you mean learning how to walk? I think that's de-

sirable. (Social and recreational needs?) Some want it, some do not want it.

From a medical ophthalmological point of view, it is not a need. (Self-care?)

I feel that it is up to them, whether they want it or not. (Reading skills?)

I think they are desirable if they designate they have a need for it,"

Seme of the physicians interviewed understood the need for rehabilitation where
it was associated x^ith vocational training or job placement, but saw well-to-do
patients as having no rehabilitation, needs that could not be solved on an in-
dividual basis by "paying for them". It was not recognized that there are no:

profit organizations available to give such training:

"In regard to money, it would determine whether I would refer them to an in-

dividual or to an agency," (If a man has a half million dollars?) "Where
would I send him? He could afford to pay someone to tutor him, to teach
him to walk in his own home privately* This would depend on his economic
status whether or not I would refer him to an agency."

Another physician saw rehabilitation needs in terms of young people exclusively:

"If a patient is very young, I do more to get him started on the right road e

An old person, 80 to 85, you can't do much for them except to get them
records to listen to. The younger the individual the more they need their
minds occupied."

Almost all of the physicians in the interviewed sample stress the lack of infor-
mation and awareness of services within the profession. These ophthalmologists
report

:

"It is my impression that few ophthalmologists know of the available servicer .;•

They just don't have the information. They may receive it, but they don't
seem to know about it. One of the problems is that we don't have time to
read the material we get. For me to see the stuff that is mailed to me,
someone has to convince my secretary that it is important for me to see it,"

"Ophthalmologists are not aware at all of these agencies. None of the fellowo
(ophthalmologists) know how extensive the services are or are very much
aware of these agencies."
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SECTION G

HOI ARE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES PERCEIVED ~ THEIR IMAGE — ATTITUDES
TOWARD — EXPERIENCES WITH?

I. linage of the Agencies Among Thode Not Receiving Service

The research findings indicate, as anticipated, considerable differences in their
perceptions of specialized agencies between the Service Cases and those in the No
Service Received segment.

The accompanying Table #16 shows:

Service Cases

— over Half (60$) indicate clearly positive or accepting responses in their
general attitudes toward experiences with the specialized agencies—

>
about one-third (33%) have seme negative feelings or are non-committal
("Both", "Ambivalent" and "Non-committal" combined)

No Service Received

-- less than one-third (28,5/0 have clearly accepting or positive feelings
about the agencies

-- over one-third (3l$) have some negative feelings ("Both" and "Negative"
combined)

— another third (28,5$) are non-committal

Attitudes of Blind

Table #16

Respondents Toward Specialized Agencies for the Blind

TOTAL No Service Service
Sample Received Cases
W6Z1 (N~3£) (N-30)
N % N % N %

Posj.tive or Accepting
Negative
Both
Ambivalent
Non-committal
No information

28

7

8

1
16

5

1*3 10
11 7
12 5
2

2U 10
8 3

28.^ 18
20
Ik 3

1
28,5 6
9 2

60
0—

10

3
20

7

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

The interviews reveal that the "pcsitiveU attitudes among those receiving no ser-
vices require careful definition and scrutiny because of their stereotyped quality.
On the other hand, the negative feelings were expressed concretely and appear to
stem from deeply felt — if prejudiced — anxieties and beliefs.

'
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a-. The Image of the Agency Inhibits the Acceptance of Service

For the most part, among the respondents not receiving services, those who

expressed positive attitudes and those who were non-committal (57%; shared

one thing in common: lack of any clear information regarding the agencies

or services with which they could identify.

The following positive comment incorporates the most detail of any of the

favorable comments made by this segment:

"They pick up the people, give them lunch, sometimes they have to pay.

I think they're good for people young enough to participate... No un-

favorable impressions — no agency that helps is unfavorable."

A 57 year old blind respondent who had telephone contact with a special-

ized agency reports:

"I think they're trying to help people . They were nice and friendly."

He then says: "I feel that people at the agency are not like me. I

get around pretty easily."

Thus it was found that although the visually handicapped person may have

no negative impressions of the specialized agencies it does not neeess-^

arily follow that he is potentially interested in services. The analysis

of the interviews indicates that much of the confusion over rehabilitation

services and many of the prejudices associated with blindness are trans-

ferred to the specialized agency. This factor, combined with a low level

of information about what the agency does and whom it serves (in terms of

' visual handicap) appear to create formidable barriers to an identification

with the agency and consequently to an interest in its services. The most

significant facets of this public image can be outlined as follows:

1,. The specialized agency arouses anxiety regarding total blindness.

Over half of those not receiving services identify the specialized ag-

ency- as a source of help to the totally blind. In a number of instances

it was found that a communication from the agency — meant to be in-

formative and helpful — was a source of anxiety since it was interpret-

ed as a prognosis of future visual loss. Several persons in the No Ser-

vice Received segment felt that a communication from, a referral by an

ophthalmologist to, or any association with a specialized agency implied,

medically, that total blindness is inevitable and imminent.

The following reactions to letters sent from specialized agencies were

typical; one reported by a respondent and the other by an interviewer:

"I got hysterical when I got the letter from the New York State Com-

mission for the Blind."

"She could not think of an unfavorable impression of this agency be-

fore she became aware of her own visual difficulties, but she was

very much scared by the letter that she received from them. She

feels they should have spoken to the doctor before they sent her a

letter, which stated that they understand that she is ,fgoing blind".

She feels that this gave her an unfavorable impression of the agency.
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• *w HaiiphtPr 'thought it would have helped her mother if the doctor

hS ^sTeX^erllces with her « «t^^ -^* gf"
ably would have been even more terrified in his ^*^frtoA
mentioned that because her mother had always thought of the agency

as a place for "blind people". Therefore if ^^ ^*^g
b

that she ought to go there, then he must feel that sh* ^J^5

der_
blind The daughter said that she could not get her mother to unaer

st^'what tL "agency could do for her and for other people who are

not blind and were never going to be completely blind.

Another respondent, when asked by the inter^%^^J%^^
interested in participating in a program for rehabilitation^^ £\,

an agency, replied: "No, no, just going there makes me feel more blind.

2. Transference of the stigma associated with blindness

Both the Service Cases and those receiving ^^^^^^^f

"

ference of the stigma previously discussed (this chapter, Section o;

to the specialized agency.

The perception of the agency as a place for the "helpless", W*?*".
"the poor" and "the lonely" is indicated by this respondent, not re

ceiving services:

"I think agencies must be very cold so I prefer to stayjit-fcqae. I

have heard very little, (about agencies). I pass a home for the

blind in the neighborhood. Poor creatures. Those people need help.

They probably don't have families. They are just average people.

This Service case, conversely, states his insistence upon retaining his

place and his identification with the sighted, indicating that tne ag

ency may be "necessary" for those "who have no friends .

"I always go with a group of people swimming and I still do. I_do

not believe in going to these service agencies to participate in

these activities and associate myself with a new group when 1 can

maintain contacts with my old sighted groups as before. 1 °D3-;'

to the idea of the principle of divorcing myself from my old ^ends.

It may be necessary for those who have no friends - this may

dieated."

3. Negative clinic experience transferred to the agency

Several respondents reported negative experiences during the care and

treatment of their eyes at clinics. The lack of Phonal interest on

the part of clinic personnel, unwillingness of clinic doctors to pro-
_

vide adequate information, and the feeling by the respondents the* they

were part of an undifferentiated "mass" appears to hav
fu

inflU
^J

e

^p
withdrawal from contact with other institutions where they mignt

treated likewise. A woman reports:

"They (clinic) said to come back again in a year. I could^ be blind

new.' for all they care. - They treat you just like cattle. wnen

asked by an interviewer, what kinds of people did she imagine went

to specialized agencies, she said: "Poor people, like myseli —
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rich people. Rich people with money go to good doctors and special-

ists — places like that are nice — they don't treat you like

animals ,"

II. Attitudes of Service Cases Toward Experiences With the Agencies

As the previous table indicated (Table #16) three-fifths of the Service Cases in-

dicated clearly positive or accepting general attitudes toward the agencies. Be-

low is a typical respondent comment:

"When my real problems arose - I called the W agency and was put in touch with

Mr. P. That opened a new world - he's a great counsellor - even when I hated

him for some of the requirements I had to meet, he had my interests at heart.

He said I could go to college. He put me in touch with the Y agency - I went

for evaluation - the best thing I got from that was a boost in my self-con-

fidence. They gave me faith in myself,
"I have no complaints about the agencies - they have been marvelous. My coun-

sellor is tremendous. The social worker is great - he's blind - he sets an

example of what one can do even though blind, I don't see him on a regular

basis, but I know he's there if I need him. Some of the things the agencies

ask you to do are annoying - application procedure - medicals, evaluation -

but they are all helpful in the long run. The people I met were all under-

standing and concerned,"

a. Problem Areas in Experiences With the Agencies

Table #17

'Attitudes of Blind Respondents Toward Experiences With Specialized

Agencies for the Blind

Service Cases

(N-30)
N %

Positive or Accepting 13 U3
Negative 1 3
Both 8 27
Ambivalent 9m -

Non-c ommittal 2 7

No information 6 20

Total 30 100

The research findings also indicate that the clearly positive or accepting
response of Service Cases to experiences with the agencies is less pos-
itive (k3%) than are general attitudes toward these agencies (60/0 . (Table

#17, above and Table #16, page 51) Moreover, about one-third (30$) of the
Service Cases ("Both" and "Negative" combined) report some negative ex-
perience^). The types of negative experience reported by the Service
Cases can be outlined as follows:

1, Quality of initial contact is crucial
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As discussed previously, the initial contact by the agency, whether :.-•

through letter, telephone or personal visit, is crucial in the total

process of convincing a legally blind person to consider his needs for

rehabilitation services. The following respondent, a professional per-

son, employed as a consultant, a person already quoted in the study as

resisting the segregated aspect of the specialized agencies and as

doubting that persons with interests compatible with his could be found

in an agency setting, reports on the initial social work interview with

him:

"I learned very little from the person who interviewed me. When she

heard I was a doctor, she said that she did not think I needed any

service and that I would not be interested in them. I felt that the

social worker felt she just had to help me although it was obvious

that I did not need any services. She mentioned a one-half bus fare

but my wife drives me where I want to go. At the end of the inter-

view I felt I had to take the one-half bus fare."

It appears that this respondent had limited concepts of rehabilitation

services which were not broadened during his interview. It should be

noted that this man had fallen down a flight of steps and sustained a

skull fracture as a result of his mobility problems.

Another respondent who has had positive initial contact with an agency,

feels that the agency is interested in him personally and in his spec-

ific needs:

"Prior to my eye trouble I used to donate to the Y agency for the

Blind. I am not familiar with any other agencies. My only other .

contact has been with this agency and they got in touch with me. I

do not know where they got my name, but after . I applied for Social

Security Disability benefits in June, 196£ I heard from the agency

in July or August, I have had a few interviews and I was told that

they would get in touch with me setting up the next appointment.

They are to let me know about planning at a future time. I think

they are doing all they can because they indicated they are also

waiting to determine the best planning, I believe they may also be

waiting the decision of the doctor about my condition.

"I have been real impressed with them because I believe they are out

for my good. They want to help me train myself. Everyone has been

simply nice,"

2. Failure to follow through

There are a small number of Service Cases in the Pilot Study where there

was a failure to follow through on offered services. Where this happens,

the results are often tragic for the individual:

"I used to go to the Z agency. They would pick me up every Monday and

I liked it. I looked forward to it every week. I don't go, they

don't come to get me. I had a Spanish lady who was very nice. Spoke

Spanish. She left. Told me to call when she left to go back to

Spain. No, I didn't because they sent me American lady. Yes, I like

it. Yes, I want to do it again. I only want someone to talk to. I

do not care if they see or not. All people are the same in the eyes
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of God, The Spanish lady told me about a watch I could tell by feel-

ing it and a stick to help me walk. She left. I applied and it took

two weeks for scmeone to come. They sent letters and took me to con-

ferences, I liked it. — I would like to go now but no one picks me

up. I like to be with people,"

3, Delay in agency services

Approximately one-fourth of the service cases report what appears to be

an unnecessary delay in reception of agency services. An articulate and

well-educated person who was able to follow through on a service he re-

quested reports thisydelay:

"I had heard about it (ta3Jking book machine) on the radio or TV, I

cannot remember which. A spot announcement was made. It was diffi-

cult to get a talking book. The kind of trouble you run into with

private and government agencies, I called and was told to write. I

did not hear and so I called again. I was told the mail had gotten

lost. I called again and was told the person in-charge had lost a

relative. What normally takes h to 6 weeks - this took h months be-

fore I got the talking b6ek,"

But a more passive person reports in December, 1965 of the social worker:

"She put my name on a list but I may have to wait til April. Lots of

people are waiting ... Sometimes you got to wait and sometimes you
are not getting anything.'*

Another aspect of the same problem is observed by this respondent to

whom a rubber-tipped, especially measured cane was suggested two years
ago by the specialized agency, but the social workers making the initial
contact have not yet followed Up: •

' .',.,'

Wy opinion is not a good one. They all mean w&ll— send people to

ask a lot of questions, but nothing ever really comes of it ... They
all seem to work with volunteer workers. They have their own fam-

ilies to look after. They just don't have enough personnel,"

U, Lack of individualized approach

The importance of this quality to respondents runs like a thread through
many of the service case interviews. Another respondent makes this ob-
servation about the individuality of the visually handicapped:

"Sometimes I think the staff of the X agency feels we are senile.
They sometimes seem this way when our ages are discussed as most of
the people there are my age and older, I get the impression that
they feel that we are really useless to society. I feel that they
should treat people as individuals. — I think that they ought to
be aware that not all of us are the same and that there are some of
us who are alert and know what's up. I think they all know and mean
good,"

£• Impact of th« Gtifrrua. -within the agency
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It will be recalled that a total of 51% of the Service Cases ("Negative"

clbSed with "Both") have seme negative ^"udes tow^.segregated ac-

tivities (Table #7) In essence, the respondent just quoted in the pre

vSsTeition of the study, who feels that the agency regards blind

neoDle as "useless to society" is experiencing within that agency tne

Impact of the stigma attached to blindness. Other respondents corrobor-

ate this experience.

This man feels the degradation of "handicapped" versus "real" wages:

"Also I think the W agency is a "joke. A man gets paid for what he does,

mher he should not get paid at all or he should be paid on a real

waee basis. I think we should not be paid anything until we learn

then we should get $1.2* an hour and not this P-^f^°o°^fe

'

setun Hell, you aan do better with a tin cup. All I do is voice my

opinion. St you'd be surprised hew afraid the men are to speak up."

This woman resists the isolation-imposed by the stigma.

"I told them we shouldn't build fences around ^se^llJ':^lflZ
talk about everything but my blindness, but no one seems to agree

I don't want to li*e in a world all by myself, a world n*^t blind

people. The agency meetings say that's the way it should be. She

continues, "The agency seems to feel that they should sh™U stick

together, but I don't, I differ from them - they should mngle
and

not have' a club just for the blind. I don't know of
"^fj??

8^
as to why they stick together - if someone could get in and tell them

differently. They feel - we're not wanted, we're in V™*%
would make forma more normal existence if the two mingled.

III. Suggestions for Improvements in Services

No significant frequency of suggestions for improvements ^^^""^a'tf
1"

vice Cases. Rather, a wide variety of suggestions were '£*^JW££&
grow out of the procedures of the individual^agencies and out of he ~s»aUy

handicapped person's subjective experience, which in itseli reveais <-
.

variation. The suggestions made by clients **;**"^^*S^l£ SL-
are listed biutiie following page; the numbers m the parentheses sigmiy

ber of respondents making them:

* A proposal for a research project, "S^vWing^nHalized^
People" developed by the MassechusettTAssociation for the Aault ^d states.

SHTaSswer to the common statement 'that blind P^P1^1^6^ .^.""^^ from
Father Carroll says, 'It is also true that there i» "trenrth to be derived from

a eroup situation - when the group situation is controlled and is envisage

temporary' The danger is that this strength "^/"^Vnd replacing
loves company' situation, draining the strength of the ^^ff^W Snfortu-
it with dependence on the group. However, segregation has the *«ribly un or

nate result of building up minority feelings. ^f^X^ do) and in ex-
rather than releasing them (as a group therapy situation night do

, ^ ^
treme instances, actually leads almost to a group paranoia ."from Can oil, 1 no

mas L., -Blindness, What It Is tmaWtJjoes andjo,, to Live With It .
Little,

Brown i CoT7B5it55TMS5STl96l. PartW>
Chapter 25, page 330.
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e
u:rUli-diration prcgr^ to break down the stigma attached to

_ AstistTiially handicapped client in establishing cc^unity organizational

contacts and relationships (1)3
. YVMW™ their ^elf-image and to up-

WHelp visually handicapped persons to improve their .eix imag

grade their skills (Ih
Q+W«ta and give them medical and rehabilita-

— Remove blind beggars from the streets and give T,nei

tion services (l)j
, . * c .. p /?\.

=S tire 32SS& zzrJ&zrsi - • ~*~ ** «*—•*•

at standard wages (l)j
iir&ifo««fon of their personal problems and

-- Direct client away from excessive discussion ol tnen p

ailmemts to non-subjective *°^
f^ initial client contact (U);

I!S^^^ SSToSS. may participate in an agency

^Sc°
S
re"e

(

the number of braille teachers in the agencies and teach braille

- ^l^hfS^of Cities during the client's days at agency, thus

eliminating blocks of unutilized time \h)>

- Provide more out-of-door, vacation activities UO,

- Provide swimming pool and water^^^ outside established
—'Allow clients more initiative in suggesting trips curiae

- £SS activity programs for visually handicapped within the client's

neighborhood (1).

Following are some of illustrative quotations trm the respondents' interviews:

Better Follow-up

,.% suggestions -. 1-a interviewing -re real help --- f^ff^f*

living - I guess, the people at the agency mean well, but they just don

seem to have the personnel —•"

Integrated Agency Activity ;

«A olace which caters to the multitude not just the visually handicapped where

I could bSng mt wife or daughter, even the physically handicapped couM

attend! If there is a swiping pool - anyone^ould be permitted to£»
thereby removing the stigma of segregation. ^ * j™?** ^ segregated."
be mixed; so should social functions. You are labeled if you are segrega

Rural Setting/Extensive Vocation Program

.* idea about an ideal organization for blind people would be that^ if money

is no problem, it should be a place outside of the city. ^*°™^St all
with large grounds that gives all types of training. It should provide
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a^ity of th^per n EL*""?*'?
tralning and skm* '«**U± to the

the ttJu „oSd
P
eo into inSfL ttnY"^ fd games

« InveftigaWs in
person was treatfd lie a person l^tf^^fi a

5
d be sure that *• blind

qualified people there. ThTSn tni^tSo^l^.^ trai~d

ajgrgve the Self-We g the ™~~ 1 ]y Handicap

'«nf^lle^r^rSlhaT^f "" "°\"^ enough in
terms other than factory work I twit WCre belrg helped to think in
of doing more. It seem^that in orderlo.et^T f?

t0ld they are not caP«"le
a, blind person must have more than normal int^v °°°re than factory work >
the kind of encouragement 1 thin* h» k Jintelligence or he is not given
should be given even more help ?o Eo£^™£? #

'«
-

e ' S n0* °apable he
are open to him and he's not helped eZLhT 1<3

' "? s not told »hat areas
favor of the very bright colle^oound or the ?fW?* X Saw Pr^ice in
seemed lost. I would expand the co££B33

W

-^ bUt those ln the ""-He
if more couldn-t be done with thisT* * and S0Clal servioe to see

TeedT^tStion^oo^olS:1

:
8 °°^ d

° ™ld b* *° <*^° the public-
and someone to fear'll^d pete5 Zf^^ °f the blind as helpless
schools, churches etc. tobreak d«n'J»f f10nal pe0ple sho^"go into the
blind can do. The blind alsotust LfnT ^' Let people know "*>*t the
"Pset by the exhibit of the blSd at tL ni^r^ their « *««o. I „as

j
Fair. Two people were beWnd a elaL w^? ^V^ Center at the VcrU'B
cage - one was doing Braille and ™» ^J lake freaks or ani"als in a
them." "* *rallle and °«e something else - people were looking at

Consequently, members of the fieU stafV » „ LMptln2 or Peking of services?
bers and physicians to this problem!

r the attitud^ °* family mem-

a. Family Members Reject the Word "Blind"

^peliSLe?/Xll
meah
Z^T, nte

t°
n the USe of the «« "blind"

in the seeking of ££.?"££££S^1^1*^ ^~
J-egaiiy blind respondents state:

"to'sl^b™" ^.^friS?idH\ V* °f pe°Ple d«"t -nt
something like 'eyesLht il f •+ !t

bUt i1> would be better to 8mr
sane people tremble becausl *££$: ^be^»ord 'blind' ma^S
ent thing."

oecause blind' more or less means such a perron-

"The use of the word 'blind? t
that you ask, it gives me ac"^^?* " aCtive^ N»

one. name, but thenW&tS5MwW^'weSi
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, want to call a spade a spade and I guess this is true about many

things, I would much rather talk about my center as the Katherine

Engels Center than the 'old people's club'. Yet, that is just what

it is - 'senior citizen's center'. But it makes people feel badly

and I think that 'blind' in the title might keep a lot of people

away - especially those people with some sight."

The friend of a legally blind respondent comments on the need for some

accurate names for organizations helping the visually handicapped:

"I like a symbolic name better, such as 'Lighthouse'. I think the

word 'blind' does keep people away - especially those who have seme

vision. It is really harder in some ways for them because they don't

really know where they belong."

b. Ophthalmologists' Attitudes Toward the Word "Blind"

Five of the physicians interviewed felt that the word "blind" would keep

people away from the agencies, four indicated that it is not the name of

the agency that inhibits service seeking, but the actual condition itself.

The feeling of those finding the word "blind", objectionable in the agency

name is typified by this comment:

"I feel that someone who is industrially blind or who has poor vision

and is not actually blind (legally) will object to going to an agency

that has the word 'blind' in the name. That's why I feel the term

'The Lighthouse' is good because it doesn't have the use of the word

'blind' in it. I don't think the New York Commission for the Blind is

a good name. It would be better if the Commission was called the Cora-

mission for Visual Impairment, To be blind is a terrible stigma and

a blind person doesn't want to admit his blindness."

The following comment is representative of those made by ophthalmologists

feeling that the condition is the problem not the organization's name:

"It isn't the nomenclature, the patients reject, it's the condition.

One of my children does not like eggplant; no matter how it's cooked

she won't eat it. So it isn't the name of the place, it's the condi-

tion for which they must go there. Until they accept that, they just

won't go,"

On the basis of attitudes expressed by the visually handicapped toward the

use of the word "blind" as an appropriate description of their visual loss;

because of the severe anxiety which the word engenders among these respon-

dents; because of the stigmata attached to the concept of the word "blind";

and because of the widespread belief that specialized agencies for the

blind are for those with total loss of sight, it would appear desirr.ble

for agencies to weigh carefully the impact of the use of the word "blind"

in the agency name.
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SECTION H

FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE — WHY?

THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION; AN OVERVIEW

While there are other important causes for the time-gap between the onset of

blindness and the acceptance of rehabilitation services, perhaps the most signifi-

cant single reason is basically a communication failure. Throughout the study we

have seen communication failure occur at all levels of the visually handicapped

person's experience:

— where the impact of the social stigma attached to blindness blocks out

awareness and understanding of the essential meaning of rehabilitation

— where the information is inadequate and "false hope" is given by the

physician

— where the physician fails to inform of available rehabilitation services,

or when there is failure to comprehend or perceive the information given

— where the messages of the specialized agencies fail to reach the visually

impaired person, or if they do, they may be inappropriately conceived,

not comprehended, or accepted

— where the visually handicapped person's conception of the specialized

agency as a source of service is unacceptable and therefore the informa-

tion received is ignored

Evidence of these communication difficulties have been drawn from the interviews

with legally blind individuals, their family membera and friends, their physicians

and ophthalmologists. There are, however, a number of additional factors which

derive, not from the subjective experiences and attitudes as expressed by the re-

spondents, but rather from the social and psychological circumstances surrounding

the individual.

In addition to the above factors there is evidence that each of the following had

some influence on the communication between the visually impaired person in the

sample and the person offering service.

a. Language Barrier

There were a few legally blind persons who did not understand English

well enough to participate fully in the interview. It appeared that

communication with these persons regarding rehabilitation services had

been inadequate. It can be hypothesized, that any handicap which affects

mainly older people in a multi-ethnic urban center such as New York City,

will result in a disproportionate number of persons who have not learned

to speak or understand English fluently. This suggests special program-

ming by agencies for the blind.

b» Ethnic or Cultural Barriers

Within the Pilot Study there appeared to be at least six respondents,

not receiving services, for whom going outside the family and outside
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the ccrmmmity for rehabilitation services would contradict their basic

cultural pattern. These cultural patterns appear, on the surface, to be

"dependency relationships", but there are indications that they stem from

accepted cultural techniques, among certain ethnic groups, for coping with

a family problem.* Closety related to entrenched cultural patterns are

the problems which arise when a person, strongly conscious of his own eth-

nic background and sharply aware of the differences in "others", is asked

to participate in^the multi-ethnic setting which characterizes the modern

community agency.**

Two persons consciously articulated this factor as a barrier to accepting

services, one comments:

"We don't mix with Italians — we don't mix... I'm afraid of the 'Spies'

and other wild people in this building."

c. Financial Barrier

Half of the sample of the Pilot Study report an income under $3,000 — that

is, under the "poverty level". The handicap of visual loss and age com-

pound the problems of inadequate income and there are allusions to lack

of carfare, inadequate clothing, etc. which hampers the blind persons in

maintaining contact with the agency. The financial roots of the commun-

ication failure with persons below the poverty level appear to the Pilot

Study staff to need further research,

d. Intellectual Barrier

The major reason for the exclusion of 11 interviewed persons from the

sample was the mental retardation or incapacitation of the respondents.

Only two of these respondents appear to suffer from the senility of old

age; the others, according to the interviewers, appear intellectually in-

capable of understanding the questions and of providing relevant responses.

The extent to which legally blind mental retardates lack agency services

because of inability to comprehend the meaning and the sources of the

services are areas for future research. The acceptance of services in

many of these instances would appear to depend upon the ability of the

agency to work with others in the heme or in the blind person's environment,

e. "Specialized Language" Barrier

A barrier which affects many respondents in the sample where there are no

language, ethnic, financial, or intellectual barriers, is the use of un-

familiar terms to describe rehabilitation services.

#

-5ttf

See Gans, Herbert J e , The Urban Villagers, Chapter 6, "The Outside World: Work ,

Education, Medical Care", p. 120, Free Press of Glencoe, New York, N.Y. 19oJj

and Saunders, L., Cultural Differences and Medical Care , Russell Sage Foundation,

New York, N.Y. 195UI " ~~

See Glazer, K« and Moynihan, P., Beyond the Melting Pot , M.I.T. Press, Cambridge,

Mass., 1963
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The research reveals that the usage of specialized terminology takes place

at several levels: in written and verbal communications, and in personal

visits by agency workers. Some of the terms of which respondents lacked

understanding were: "talking bock machines",- "braille"; "orientation";

f "optical aids"; "self-care"; etc. Where interviewers took the time to ex-

plain the meaning and usefulness of one or more of these services, an in-

creased interest in the service was expressed by seme of the respondents.

It should be noted that the lack of comprehension of special terms used^

to describe rehabilitation services is not limited to the visually handi-

capped. Some ophthalmologists and physicians, some hospital social service

directors, and some family members in the sample revealed a similar fail-

ure to understand the specialized language of the rehabilitation field.

The Pilot Study reveals the need for a simple, clear and informative ap-

proach, whether verbal or written, in all instances where the visually

handicapped, their family members, their physicians, or any other persons

active in relation to their visual loss, are contacted.

f . Other Barriers

The barriers listed above are not meant to be a complete list of those

communication barriers which operate to isolate the visually handicapped

from the specialized agencies. Nor can research with the size sample

employed in the Pilot Study uncover the relative importance of those bar-

riers revealed. Research within a larger sample would undoubtedly add to

this list of factors, as -well as relate the™ to the others that have been

discussed, in previous portions of the s&ufy*

>
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SECTION I

HOW ARE REHABILITATION GOALS INFLUENCED BY MEDICAL PRACTICES?

I. How the Blind Respondents Feel About Their Doctors and the Adequacy of

Their Medical Care?

Half of the blind respondents have accepting or have positive feelings about both
their ophthalmologists and the adequacy of the eye medical care they have received.

Approximately 30%> more have seme positive as well as some negative attitudes, and

only 11$ express definitely negative feelings, (see Tables #18, General Feelings
Expressed by Blind Respondents Toward the Doctor (s) Who Have Examined Their Eyes,

and #19, General Attitudes of Blind Respondents Toward Adequacy of Eye Medical
Care, below) These findings reinforce the belief that the ophthalmologist is in a

strategic position to influence his patient toward rehabilitation services. These
services would be focused on the maximum use of residual vision and the learning
of new skills which may substitute in part for those which he may be in process of
losing. This is further reinforced by the report of the majority of the blind re-
spondents that the time gap between onset of serious eye difficulty and the seek-
ing of medical care was negligible. (87% of the respondents reported "none".) See
Tables #20, Tijme Gap Between Onset of Blindness and Seeking of Medical Care, as

Reported by Blind Respondents and #21, Time Gap Between Development of Serious Eye
Condition and the Seeking of Medical Care, as Reported by Blind Respondents.

Table #18

General Feelings Expressed by Blind Respondents
Toward the Doctor (s) Who Have Examined Their Eyes

TOTAL
Sample

N %

No Service
Received
"(N-350
N %

Service
Cases

"Tn^3oT
N %

Positive or Accepting
Negative
Both*"

Ambivalent
Non-committal

33
7

22

2

1

50
11
3k

3
2

16

k
12

2

1

U6
11

3h
6

3

17

3
10

57
10

33

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Table #19

General Attitudes of Blind Respondents Toward Adequacy of Eye Medical Care

Positive or Accepting 3U 52
Negative 7 11
Both* 19 29
Ambivalent 3 5
Non-committal 2 3

17 h9 17 57

h 11 3 10

11 31 8 27

2 6 1 3

1 3 1 3

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

"*""Bothn indicates that respondent has had two or more experiences in which one or
more was positive and one or more was negative.
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Table #20

I

Time Gap Between Onset of Blindness and Seeking of Medical Care,

as Reported by Blind Respondents

TOTAL
Sample

N %

No Service
Received
(N-3*)

'

N %

Service
Cases
'(N-30)

N %

None
Less than 6 months
More than 6 months
Information not obtained

1
9
8

71
2

15
12

23 65

7

5

21

2U
1
2

3

80

3
6
11

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Table #21

Time Gap Between Development of Serious Eye Condition and the Seeking of Medical Cars,

as Reported by Blind Respondents

>

None 57 87 27 77 30 100

Less than 6 months - - - mm •» *»

More than 6 months 5 8 5 15 - -

Information not obtained 3 5 3 8

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

>

Favorable attitudes toward medical personnel and the adequacy of eye care were

based on the doctor's skill, gentleness, patience, honest explanation, individual-

ization and understanding. The following quotation is illustrative: -

"If she could go to any eye doctor in the world, she would go to the same one

that she went to. She said that she is still convinced that he is the best,

that she would not completely believe anyone who told her that she would never

go completely blind. She said that he is ideal — he was kind and good and

patient and let her cry and was sympathetic and took plenty of time with her

and never minds her calling. She likes someone who handles her gently and

does not rush her and explains things down to the last detail and will explain

things over and over again if she says that she does not understand. She felt

that he moved slowly and at her pace in the examination and the ensuing dis-

cussion. She thought that the examination was a thorough one and did not know

anyone who could have done a better job "

Negative attitudes centered around incorrect diagnosis, lack of interest, lack of

individualization, long period of waiting to be seen, doctor's unwillingness to

give full explanation of eye condition. Illustrative quotations were, "I was in

the clinic from 7*.A.M. to U :00P.M. - treat you terrible"; "He (the doctor) told

me I had a cold instead of glaucoma",- "They don't say anything unless you ask.

They don't answer"; "They just use you for a guinea pig." In two instances blind
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respondents felt that if there had been adequate diagnosis and treatment when th$y

were children their sight would have been saved. Only in a very few instances did

. respondents indicate that they blamed themselves for their eye condition because

1 they did not follow the doctor's advice.

The '^wanting to know" runs like a refrain through the interviews and suggests

that this expression of desire could be used constructively by medical personnel

in opening the door to "next steps" in rehabilitation planning. The sensitivity

of the doctor will always be needed in determining to what extent the desire to

be informed is based on false hope and how much is really a desire for tho full.

truth. As indicated in Section E on "False Hope", Table #13, page 38, it is sig-

nificant that k0% of the blind respondents had seme negative feelings about the

adequacy of the medical information given to them by their doctcrs about their eye

conditions. Why those in a service status are less satisfied than those who hav*

received no service should be explored.

An attempt was made to determine whether there was a correlation between the doc-

tor's expressed opinions about the value of informing his patients and the blinc

respondent's evaluation of the adequacy of the information he had been. given, t'his

wa s not possible, however, because the blind person's evaluation was usually re-

lated to contacts with several doctors, including the one interviewed in the sample,

A patient's interest in seeking his doctor's assistance in getting the skilled help

he needs to meet the problems created by his eye condition would, it was hypothe-

sized, influence the physician in his referral. Questions were therefore designed

to elicit the opinion of blind respondents about the desirability of physicians
^

giving rehabilitation suggestions. A surprising number in the total sample said

I
they did not think it desirable - in fact over $0% of those from whom informatiai

F was obtained. As indicated in Table #22, below, there was, however, a marked dif-

ference in the responses of those in the Service group and those in No Service Re-

ceived. For those from whom information was obtained, in the No Service Received
group only 33$ felt it desirable for physicians to give suggestions, whereas $1%
of those in the Service group who did consider it desirable.

Table #22

Opinion of Blind Respondents About the Desirability of Physicians
Giving Rehabilitation Suggestions to the Visually Handicapped

TOTAL
Sample
Tn^FT
N %

No Service Service

Received Cases

TN-3S) TK-30)
N % N %

Positive 19 30
Negative 23 35
Information not obtained 23 35

7 20

lh ko
1U hO

12 ho
9 30
9 30

Total 65 100 35 100 30 100

Major reason for not considering suggestions desirable, as expressed by several
blind respondents, was in relation to seeing the doctor in a medical role only:-
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"I really don't think doctors should take on this responsibility outside pure

medical treatment unless they want to. They should tell you what is wrong

with you and that's that."

"The doctor did not give me any information about places where I could go. 1

believe that it is the doctor's responsibility to give purely medical services ,

"At the time I was only interested in what they c ould do medically. I wasn't

interested in hearing about anything else."

"They, (the doctors) are so busy that they don't have time to do any suggesting

like you are asking about. They always have a waiting room full of people.

(Not said in a hostile way.

)

A perceptive observation relating to this preoccupation with medical concern was

made by Professor Finestone after he had read the interviews of the Columbia Un-

iversity students whom he supervised. Underneath, he sensed a preconscious, some-

what irrational dissatisfaction with agencies because they will not cure blindness.

If this is so, he asks, does this suggest something for casework - sensitivity to

it, eliciting and dealing with these near-conscious negative feelings.

How the patient perceives the role of the doctor is important but how the doctor

perceives his own role in the rehabilitation process is probably even more import-

ant.

II. The Doctor's Perception of His Cwn Role in Facilitating the Use of

Community Resources

Responses of the 13 doctors interviewed to the question - "to what extent do you

feel that ophthalmologists should be involved in helping blind persons meet their

specialized needs (in relation to the eye handicap)?" - revealed considerable dif-

ferences of opinion. Although the sample was too small for statistical analysis

it would appear that the opinions followed the pattern found in the study" on the

role of the ophthalmologist in the rehabilitation of blind patients, previously

referred to on Page 36, which states:

"Of basic importance is the way the ophthalmologist defines his role in relation

to the patient's social and emotional need. In the broadly representative

sample, 10 per cent define their role as restricted to the medical aspects of

eye pathology, [jU per cent extend this definition to include responsibility

for referral of patients for rehabilitative services, and h6lper cent further

extend the definition of role to include attention to the future social and

emotional adjustment of blind patients.
"In the small selected group of rehabilitation-oriented ophthalmologists none

of the eighteen selected the narrowest definition of role as restricted to

medical aspects of eye pathology."

-*
Finestone, Samuel and Dr. Sonia Gold, The Role of the Oph^haLriologist in the

Rehabilitation of Blind Patients, The American Foundation for the Blind, New

York, N.Y., and The Seeing Eye, HorrJstown, N.J., 1959, Page 5U.
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The following quotations reveal the range of opinion among the doctors interviewed

and also suggest a pressing need for the development of an agreed upon body of

principles and practices to which both ophthalmologists and rehabilitation experts

) can subscribe. In connection with their role they say: -

.... ( underlining added)
"Informing , interpreting and supporting ."

"What I tell them depends upon the individual situation — their age, health,

their job needs, and so on — I suggest specific steps."

"The physician should know the specific services and encourage the individual

to utilize these services."

"Ophthalmologists can only recommend that the patient seek the proper agency.

It is the job of the specialized agency to meet the patients needs ."

"I utilize the Social Service Department to c©rry through on any of these

specialized needs. — In the case of the legally blind client I expect the

Commission for the Blind to carry through en the services but I leave it all

up to the Social Service Department."

"This all varies with the individual. If he has friends or relatives to help

k^11' I don't invade his privacy ."

None of the doctors interviewed restricted his role exclusively to the medical

f^pects of -eye pathology. Almost every doctor expressed a deep interest in assist-

ing his patients and also a need to individualize them. However, unless he is

fully aware of l) the meaning of the various rehabilitation services and their

I use as they are tailored to the needs of different ages, different income bracke-Ls,

different personality patterns, different health conditions, different educational

levels, and 2) where the services are available, he will not be able to carry c«:t

the role he has defined for the ophthalmologist. As pointed out in sections F end

G, which relate to specialized agencies and their services, there is a most ser-

ious lack of knowledge about both. This represents, as has been referred to pre-

viously, one of the most important areas of communication breakdown and suggcts a

pressing need for further study and planning

•

III. Steps Which Might Be Taken to Change the Role of the Ophthalmologist

In a discussion about steps which might be taken to facilitate physicians playir.g

a more active role in the rehabilitation of the blind patient, the members of trie

Physician Committee placed particular stress on the need to reach the ophthalmol-

ogist during his early medical training. Their suggestions embraced; training

during the 2nd year residency with the inclusion of a six weeks indoctrination^

course (one afternoon per week) in a low vision clinic of a specialized agency;

the involvement of County Medical Societies and the deans of medical schools in

planning; training courses relating to rehabilitation under the auspices of the

"nblic Health Service for doctors already in practice; individual appointments

^

with practicing ophthalmologists by rehabilitation workers on a paid basis to in-

terpret services.

Early training was also stressed as the most productive approach by tho doctors

included in the sample. Other suggestions included speakers at meetings of oph-

| thalmologlsts ; articles in medical journals; educational and interpretive litera-

ture, letters, pamphlets, mailed direct to the doctor's office; directory of alDi

available services; a newsletter; material for the doctor to give to ;hisf patiotn. and
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' his family. There was repeated reference to the problem of time pressure for the
practicing ophthalmologist which results in his inability to read the literature
he receives.

I

There was an indication that responsibility for assisting the ophthalmologist to
play a more active role in rehabilitation planning was a shared one between the
medical profession and the professional personnel in specialized agencies. The
known need for such planning has been further documented by the findings of this
Pilot Study and the timing would appear to be ripe. "How" the joint planning
could best be done would require further exploration and study, but from the point
of view of importance it is one of the most significant documentations of the
Pilot Study period.

IV. Referral Practices of Ophthalmologists

Referral practices of the ophthalmologists interviewed were found to be a logical
extension of their concept of their role. They ranged from active and continued
involvement to a routinized reporting to the N*T« State Commission for the Blind a;

s required by j5ai .-, More than half of those interviewed had some reservations about
referral. In previous sections of this chapter the influence of the stigma attach-
ed to blindness, effect of gradual progression in the loss of sight, reluctance
to admit blindness, false hope and perception of specialized services have already
been discussed. There is also the clear indication that there is not wholehearted
concurrance, among the physicians in the Pilot Study sample, with the belief held
by experts in the field of services for the blind that l!Any person who faces
irreversible blindness, regardless of his financial and other resources, requires
an "irreducible minimum of aid" in reorganizing his life ."*

The report of blind respondents about their doctor's suggestions for specialized

I

services, corroborates the analysis of referral activity by doctors. Table #23 P

on the following page, indicates that more than fifty percent of the blind re-
spondents claim no suggestions were made to them directly. Of those reporting
that suggestions had been made, 6$% were in the Service category. This suggests
a favorable response and agn&n supports the conclusion that the ophthalmologist
has a crucial role, vis a vis rehabilitation.

The extent of variation in referral practices and attitudes is graphically illu-
strated in the following responses: -

"I do refer, in fact I'm practically a referral bureau." - versus - "I person-
ally have never used a community service agency. I have never had call to do
so."

"I tell the patient to go directly to the agency. In some cases, we will call
from here," - versus - "I don't refer to the specific agencies. I let the
N.Y. Commission for the Blind take care of that."

"The patient should be referred to the proper rehabilitative agencies immediate-
ly. Rehabilitative service starts at the bedside. Special organizations are

"The Ophthalmologist in Rehabilitation", frcm The Role of the Ophthalmologist in
the Rehabilitation of Blind Patients, American Foundation for the" Blind, New Yor-
K.Y. and the Seeing Fye, Morristown, M.J., 1Q£9
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Table #23 (A) and (B)

A. Suggestions Made by Ophthalmologists or Other Physicians for Special-

ized Services in Relation to Blindneoo as Reported by Blind Respondents

Rehabilitation suggest-

ions made
Rehabilitation suggest

ions not made
Information not reported

Total

B

>

TOTAL
Sample

N %

No 0^x^3.0**

Received

N %

20 31

37
8

57
12

21

7

20

60
20

65 100 35 100

Types of Suggestions Made

(N-20)"

No. of Sug„
gestions made
" (N-7)*

Specialized Agency
Referral 13

Hospital Social Service

Referral k

New York State Commission

for the Blind 2

General Service Agency
(Non-blind) 2

2

1

1

1

Service
Cases
& ^0)
N /.

13 U3

16
1

5H

3

30 100

No. of Sug-
gestions made
(N-13)*

11

3

1

1

qualified to handle specific and specialized needs .»' - versus - "The problem

is that one is reluctant to suggest to anyone to go and consult so-and-so

because 'You are going blind 1 ,"

"It (referral) requires a thorough knowledge of voluntary agencies and their

functions as well as services offered." - versus - "A referral should be maw-

to the New York State Commission for the Blind and they in turn contact places

like the X. I feel that it's necessary to report to one only. I would prelcr

to handle it through the New York Commission for the Blind without contacting

the agency that gives the services. If you don't there's too much duplication,

"I always give complete information to the rehabilitation people: the size of

the visual field j the progression of the disease; anything that will be of

help to them in servicing this person." - versus - "This all varies with the

individual. If he has friends or relatives to help him, I don't invade his

privacy."

>

* Multiple answers 5 will not add up to 100$
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An ophthalmologist, deeply concerned about the non-use of specialized agencies

by middle and upper income blind persons suggests these remedial steps :
-

"I think (agencies for the blind) do a lot of good. But it does depend upon

the class of person. I think we can't expect upper and middle class people

to go to places like X.
"The abandoned and the destitute go anywhere as long as someone helps them, as

long as anyone shows some interest in them."

(Probe: What would you suggest for upper and middle class people?) "I sug-

gest the following: -

1. paid service
2. definite appointments

3« private interviews

U, private attention (i.e. training etc.)

5» a non-clinic approach
6. a setting in which people would not feel that they had been thrown and

identified with a crowd of "blind" people - that is, a non-mass approach

"I believe there is a 'clinic type personality'. This person thrives on the

social atmosphere of a clinic, they need the emotional support of a large group,

"And yet, the average middle class person, the white collar person is often the

one who needs rehabilitation services the most. They have a good education,

they have pride, they have the best chances for independence and they have

almost no place to go."

Another v/piith^imoloeist who is also deeply concerned about duplication of community
e:fforts and quality of services suggests : -

"An investigation of the possibility of having one service for the blind in New
York City with delegation of certain services to the present individual or-
ganizations. This would: -

1. aid in reducing confusion as to where patients should be sent
2. reduce duplication of effort and costs
3. make education of M.Ds. and the public infinitely easier
lu enable the development of a better total service for the blind."

He also feels that, "Initiating the rehabilitation program at the time the
patient is still being treated - for example at the time low vision lens are
indicated - will place less emphasis on 'blindness' and the definition of
blindness (20/200) - will start rehabilitation earlier and at a time when the
patient is still looking for better vision and the best use of his residual
vision rather than 'rehabilitation' per se,"

V* Mandatory Reporting as a Referral Device

The overwhelming majority of the doctors interviewed reported that they were in
favor of N.Y. State's law which requires the reporting of legally blind persons
to the N.Y. State Commission for the Blind, However, only one doctor felt there
was complete compliance with the law. Since all except two of the doctors inter-
viewed have hospital or clinic practices, or are consultants to rehabilitation
agencies for the blind, they are undoubtedly more familiar with the reporting
procedures than the majority of doctors who are only in private practice.

Their practice settings are as follows: (Table j}2\\, following page)
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Table #2ii

Practice Setting of Ophthalmologists and Physicians Interviewed

Private Practice Only 2

Private Practice Plus Other Setting 9

Information not obtained _JL.
13

* Hospital or Clinic Practice 7

Chief or Asst. Chief of Hospital or Clinic Practice 3

Consultant to Specialized Agency for the Blind h

Information not obtained 2

The doctors who are str6ngly in favor of reporting feel that "Statistics give one

the necessary figures for meeting future needs of blind persons. Also such re-

porting is important to medical research. By not reporting, we deny future needs,"

Another comments, "It protects the blind person." Concern centers around: -

"The law is not strong enough. While the reporting is regarded as mandatory.

there is no law that says you must. There is not nearly enough communication

between the State and the ophthalmologist. The form definitely states that

the reason is for statistical purposes. The forms should be meaningful.

What I object to is the red tape. You have to make 12 copies of this and 12

copies of that. I feel they're (doctors) lax about it. — I. think it would

help to have periodic reminders sent to them regarding the fact that they

must report and send along seme C.B.#10li forms to them. Physicians don T t

comply with the law because they forget. Ophthalmologists should be notified

'twice a year about reporting the blind to the State Commission. Nurses

should get a separate letter reminding them to remind the doctors »"

Lack of compliance with the law is confirmed when the time gap between the de-

velopment of serious eye condition as reported by the blind respondents and re-

ceipt of an eye report by the Commission (Table #1) is examined. Many blind re-

spondents indicated they had been examined in clinics and by private practitioners

several years before an eye report was sent to the Commission. In some instances

the persons may not at the earlier date, have fallen into the category of the

"legally" blind but in many instances it seemed obvious that this was not the

case. The non-referrals include persons in the middle and high income group.

The extent that attitudes about referral of the middle and-high income patients

affects reporting has not been fully determined. In a study on resistance to

cataract surgery, Irving Miller comments on the over-weighted representation of

the lower socio-economic groups in the registration of the legally blind in New

York State.**

* Multiple settings; will not add up to 13

** Miller, I., D.S.W., Resistance to Cataract Surgery > American Foundation for the
Blind, 196h, p. 27'. "It also strengthened a widely shared presumption that cover-
age of the Registry tends to be selective and biased toward the lower socio-
economic groups, i.e. those who use clinics, orthose whose blindness is' more
routinely reported than otherwise, those who need the official designation of
blindness afforded by the registration in order to become entitled to other
rights and benefits (Aid the Blind, etc.)"
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The analysis of the ophthalmologist's perception of his role indicates that many-
regard a report to the Commission for the Blind as the limit of his responsibility.
The major reasons for this limited concept appear to be: 1) lack of knowledge
of agencies j 2) time limitations and; 3) a conviction there should be a central
referral source. For example:

"The State Commission, not the doctor, should make the referral. I don't have
too much information as to what the agencies do. — I don't know what type of
people the agencies take and therefore don't make referrals."

"The ophthalmologist can do more than just give his report to the State and
give the patient the names of a couple of agencies to contact. Time and faci-
lities are not available to the ophthalmologist to do anything else."

"I've seen a cpuple of patients shop around for agencies to go to. I don't
think it's up to us to pressure them to go to any particular agency. — The
State agencies should take care of these people and help them to find the
proper agency."

"A referral should be made to the New York State Commission for the Blind and
they in turn contact places like the X. I feel that it's necessary to re-
port to only one. I would prefer to handle it through the New York Commission
for the Blind without contacting the agency that gives the services. If you
don't there's too much duplication. I always refer my clients to N.Y. State*
It's a law."

"I don't refer to the specific agencies. I let the N.Y. Commission for the
Blind take care of that."

The above illustrations again support conclusions about the extent and complexity
of the problem which is inherent in different perceptions of role among ophthal-
mologists. With respect to referrals the evidence indicates that "Mandatory
Reporting" can be relied on only partially as a device for identifying blind per-
sons in the population. Further research would undoubtedly uncover the extent of
both late reporting and no reporting which delays rehabilitation efforts and
creates a "hidden" or "lost" group of legally blind persons in the community,.
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CHAPTER V,

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

|ln order to pinpoint the important findings and highlight the significant aspects

of the Pilot Study, a Summary of Conclusions drawn from the research findings is

presented in the following pages. These conclusions follow the structure of

Chapter IV.

As previously suggested these findings and conclusions, which are based on relat-

ively small samples, should be validated and developed through more intensive and

extensive research studies.

Aw HCK EXTENSIVE IS THE TIME-GAP BETWEEN ONSET OF SERIOUS EYE CONDITION AND THE

OFFERING OF REHABILITATION SERVICES?

The Pilot Study has confirmed the hypothesis that an extensive and undesirable

time-gap takes place between the onset of blindness and the offering of services:

— for only 2% of the total sample was the time-gap less than one year

— for $0% Of the total sample it extended from three to over 20 years

The research indicates that no one factor appears to be the sole cause of the

time-gap between onset of a serious handicap and the effective use of rehabilita-

tion services. Rather, the gap appears to result from an inter-relating group o*

factors, many of which require further study. In addition to the social and
_

psychological factors which have been uncovered (and which will be summenzed m
the following pages) there are a number of functional delays which appear to be

Ipart of the time-gap. Many of these delays are inherent in the problem itsel*

and in the medical and legal processing which precedes an offer of services. Other

delays appear to be avoidable.

Delays inherent in the problem include: the time required by the legally blind

respondent to live with his handicap and become ready for services ;
the time ta^eri

by those appropriately involved in initial rehabilitation phases, such as hospital

or clinic medical workers, family members, or general practitioners ;
the difficulty

of diagnosis and prognosis of some eye diseases and unpredictability of treatment

the processing time involved in the ophthalmologist's report, to the Commission or

his referral directly to an agency, communications between the Commission ana/or

the specialized agencies and the legally blind person, the assignment of anag-

ency worker, and the establishment of contact j the failure to locate the blind re-

spondent because of the high level of mobility in large urban centers like New
^

York City; the inaccessibility of persons because of incapacitating mental or pny-

sical illnesses in addition to blindness.

Avoidable delays include: failure or delay of some ophthalmologists to report S3

required by New York State law; delay in diagnosis of the eye disease duo to the

"shopping around" of the patient for additional medical opinions j
insufficient or

inconsistent follow-up for those not reached through usual channels of communi-

cation.

These delays which can add up to many months in the time lapse between onset of a

serious eye condition and the offering of services has led to the conclusion thit
__

\ further study is needed to develop: l) more efficient methods to reduce procedure

'blocks and 2) more skillful diagnostic tools to reduce the psychological barriers.
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B. . WHAT ARE THE MAJOR REASONS WHY MANY VISUALLY HANDICAPPED PERSONS DO NOT SEEK

REHABILITATION SERVICES PROMPTLY OR UTILIZE THEM WHEN THEY ARE OFFERED?

On the basis of the interviews with blind respondents, a list of 29 factors were

identified which may cause or influence the seeking and utilization of rehabili-

tation services promptly.

The following factors were found to contribute most significantly to a time-gap

between onset of blindness and seeking or accepting services. The findings also

indicate that this lapse of time can seldom be attributed to a single factor, and

that the inter-relationship of factors needs careful examination and study to de-

termine which combination of causes contributes most: importantly to the time-gap.

The social work and rehabilitation staff of The Jewish Guild for the Blind and the

selected group of Hospital Social Service Department Directors were asked to se-

lect on the basis of their experience in working with legally blind persons, the

six most inhibiting factors in seeking service. Their selection confirms the

Pilot Study analysis of the responses of legally blind persons in the sample.

The factors selected. fall. into^ four major groupings:

Factors directly related to the person,»s own view of his situation and adjustment

to visual loss:

— unwillingness and/or inability to accept visual handicap (legal blindness)

— false hope that eye condition will improve
— gradual progression in loss of sight (which allows for gradual accomodation}

Factors primarily related to attitudes, either of the blind person, his family or

friends, medical personnel or the community at large toward :

— blindness (stigma, guilt, shame etc.)
— acceptance of services from a voluntary agency (charity concept, client role^,

ethnic groups served etc.)
— segregation of the blind.

Factors related to general personality patterns:

— Apathy
— Lack of motivation
— Resistance to change
— Need to retain a dependent role.

Factors related to agencies:

— Lack of knowledge about the nature of specialized services

— Failures in communication
— Failures in referral practices

/

C . SOCIAL STIGMA ATTACHED TO BLINDNESS »m THE MOST SERIOUS DETERRENT ?

The social stigma attached to blindness appears to be a major factor in the seek-

ing or acceptance of rehabilitation services. The stigma — the negative qualities

attributed to blindness by society — appears to operate both subtly and overtly

?n relation to blind respondents in the sample.
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term "blind" as an appropriate description

ness" means total loss of vision.

Otologists in the sample g2^*y^S*fK ^SS? "tT

"No Man's Land" regarding ser^? es'ff""t
arl

?he findings corroborate the im-

i2ed agencies are for the totally blind only- The going ^ ^ blind _

portance of the need, frequently «£•£*£>£$££. loss.
for more adequate and functional definitions 01 vis

A major source of the respondent's negative ^"f^^sfP^oefvf^ „
from the prejudices of the society ^.

W^
C^^L^ n^tiful"; "useless"; "unhappy";

blind people as inherently »helpless»3 W*^
to lead many respondents to

etc. The desire to avoid being ^°^^led
T^e^g simultaneously deny themselves

deny the extent of their visual ^i^V-J^™ and increase their emotional

the training which would improve *eir lunctioning ana .
g scmetimss

by the social factors described.

More negative than their -**«*-*£* SSftSJS Sl^SS-S^
SfS&K SS'S?K

l^^£tS
,

2.
,^-«. -e findings indicate

that:

_ 67% of those not receiving services and Off of the Service Cases have some

negative attitudes toward relationships with other blind per ^
- 7ll of those not receiving services and 57% of the aervi ^ __

negative attitudes toward activities in which the blind ana sig

Relationships with otherblind P--^^ of

three-fold effect upon many respondents- 1) th
^ f^"de rivati0n of both posi-

their own visual handicap; 2) they anticipate .loss and d^ senge of

tion and role in the sighted world; ^fJ^^^^S persons, derived ^
isolation, being "imprisoned- by the relatl0"^f "^d persons with their ail-

part from what is described as the preoccupation of blind perso

ments and their handicap.

The resistance to accepting a marginal r%££%*™£* Ter^i" hT"
many respondents, both those receiving and those not ««ivi g

role by blind persons should be studied further in terms 01 it,s f

stimulating interest in rehabilitation services.

-, • -r +v, Pilot Studv based upon the extent of the rejection of

A major conclusion of the Pilot btudy, Dasea up
urgent need of pre .vans

blindness and the relationships associated with it, is the urgent n
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designed to educate public opinion and to eliminate, or at least modify and neut-
ralize, the existing prejudices against blindness and blind people.

D. WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF GRADUAL PROGRESSION IN THE LOSS OF SIGHT?
I

~
! ~

The gradual progression of blindness, whether due to age or to disease, which
characterized many instances of blindness appears to bring with it a passive accept-
ance of the handicap and a consequent accomodation at a lower level of functioning,,
This lower level of functioning seems especially characteristic of many respondents
not receiving services.

It is apparent that gradual progression of the onset of blindness tends to en-
courage a denial of the severity of the handicap. This, in turn, aopears to re-
sult in an unnecessary loss of skill which could have added immeasurably to the
comfort, the enrichment and the sense of usefulness in the blind person's life.

it concluded, therefore, that at all levels of contact special attention is
needed to those suffering a gradual progression in the loss of sight. Ophthal-
mologists, medical social workers in hospitals and clinics, case workers in gen-
eral and specialized agencies, families and friends need to be especially aware
of the possibilities of improving the level of functioning of those persons who,
over a long period of time, have gradually accomodated themselves to a degree of
inactivity and immobilization which could be decreased if they were to receive
rehabilitation services.

E * FALSE HOPE, A DETERRENT IN REHABILITATION?

The findings indicate that many legally blind persons resist rehabilitation ser-
|

vices on the grounds that their eyes will "eventually get better".

False hope of visual improvement appears to have several sources. Among the most
important are: 1) failure of the ophthalmologist to inform the patient when his
visual loss is irreversible! 2) failure by the physician to give explanations
Un lay terms)] 3) the emotional need of the blind person to create false honem order to cope with his anxiety and thus an inability to accept or "hear" the
prognosis; h) on-going clinic visits, encouraged by the clinic setting, which
are interpreted by the patient as a possibility of visual improvement.

Those ophthalmologists in the sample who are aware of the potentialities of early
rehaoilitation services regard false hope as an impediment to rehabilitation.
Ihe majority of legally blind respondents indicate verbally that they wish to
know the exact nature of their eye condition.

A substantial proportion of blind respondents claim that there was no gap 3$ serv-
ing medical care either after the onset of their eye condition (71#) or after the
development of a serious eye condition (87$). These claims reinforce the con-
clusion that the ophthalmologist appears to be in a crucial position to influence
the blind patient in recognizing the extent of his visual loss and in relation
to early rehabilitation services.

The findings lead to the further conclusion that it is important through further
research and study to develop criteria through professional medical discussions
to guide ophthalmologists in informing the patient where severe irreversible

I
visual Iocs occurn.
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P. HOW MUCH IS KNOWN ABOUT SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND THEIR SERVICES ? ,.,

A limited awareness of specialized agencies for the blind, and a corresponding

lack of information about the kinds of rehabilitation services available is

cj.c-arjy apparent. This lack of awareness and information occurs among:

— the visually handicapped respondents who did not respond to an offer of

services

5

— among the ophthalmologists who seem, in point of timing and authority, to be

in the best position to advise and inform the visually impaired;
— among medical social workers upon whom the physicians in hospitals and

clinics frequently rely for rehabilitation information, and who are likewise
in a good position to inform and suggest rehabilitation to the visually
handicapped;

— among family and friends upon whom rests a great burden of physical assist-
ance and moral support to the blind person.

Lack of information led to limited concepts of rehabilitation. Rehabilitation
services were largely thought of in terms of jobs or braille. There was little
understanding of other services including mobility training; self-care; hcme-
care; group work activities; casework; psychological testing; vocational eval-
uation and training; optical aids and informational services. Because of lack
of information, long term "accomodation" to their handicap and other reasons
respondents not receiving services revealed only a slight interest in receiving
them: 6$% indicated that they were "not at all" interested, and only 26% in-
dicated they were "somewhat" so.

The conclusion is that the problem is not one of quantity or volume of inform-
ation. The most compelling need is for informational material, sufficiently
diversified in content and in a form that can be used in reaching a wide variety
of lay and professional persons in the community.

G. HOW ARE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES PERCEIVED -- THEIR IMAGE — ATTITUDES TOWARD —
EXPERIENCES WITH? " '

"

*~~ "

A sharp difference in the feelings about specialized agencies is found between
the attitudes of those not receiving service and the Service Cases. Twice as
many Service Cases (6C#) revealed positive attitudes toward the agencies as those
not in service (28.5$).

Among those not receiving services the major negative attitudes cluster around
these impressions

:

— over half identify the specialized agency as a source of help to the totally
blind. A communication from a specialized agency is found to aroude "fears
of becoming totally blind.— many perceive the agency in terms of the stigma attributed to blindness

:

as a place for the "helpless"; the "dependent"; the "lonely" and as "isol-
ating" from the normal and familiar world— the use of the word "blind" in the names of specialized agencies has an
inhibiting effect

— a transfer to the agency of negative experiences in clinics including a
non-individualized approach
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The positive attitudes of the Service cases toward the agencies emphasized:

— very substantial assistance with specific problems such as counselling,

vocational guidance and training in such skills as mobility, home care,

self care, braille, etc,
— warm professional relationships with social workers and rehabilitation

workers— stimulation and enjoyment derived from recreational, craft, educational

and other activities
— the function of the agency program in reducing isolation and inactivity

The negative feelings of the Service Cases toward experiences with specialized

agencies center around:

— the quality of initial contact in instances where it was superficial and

routine without an attempt to fit available services to the needs and in-

terests of the individual.
— a- failure to follow through after initial contact including keeping promises

of assistance
— delays in reception of services including "red-tape"
— segregated activities in relation to isolation and stigma

The nature of the problem areas identified by blind respondents and others part-

icipating in the study, suggests that many could be resolved through administativo

action, staff training and community action x^ithout further research. However,

the low level of information referred to in the previous section (F) combined

with the negative image of the agencies among those not receiving services suggests

the need for a program of public education about the agencies: what they do.;

whom they serve; and the individualized evaluation and consideration given each

potential client. How this can best be done is subject to further study and re-

search.

H. FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE — WHY?

The findings suggest that perhaps the most significant single reason for the time

gap is a communication failure. The communication failure appears to occur at

many levels of the visually impaired person's experience:

— where the stigma attached to blindness blocks out awareness and under-

standing of rehabilitation services which are related to visual loss
- — where inadequate information is given by the physician and "false hope"

develops
— where the physician fails to inform about rehabilitation services or if

information is given it is not understood
— where the agency fails to communicate its offer of service in a way which

is meaningful
— where the information received is ignored because of a negative concept-

ion of the specialized agency

In addition to the above communication failures, drawn largely from the interviews,
are those which derive from the social and cultural environment surrounding the

blind individual. The following environmental barriers appear significant:
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1) language - with two maflor areas of difficulty, a) those unable to comprehend

English and b) specialized and often cumbersome language used by rehabilitation

agencies; 2) ethnic or cultural - where traditional cultural patterns bar the

seeking of assistance outside the Immediate "family and/or community; 3) financial

half of the Pilot Study sample report an income of under $3,000 which appears to

effect the individual's ability to communicate with the agency; h) intellectual -

the exclusion from the sample of a number of persons who are mentally retarded

or mentally incapacitated suggests a number of persons in the legally blind pop-

ulation who may lack the ability to comprehend the meaning and sources of services

as they are presented to them.

Based on the extent and variety of communication failures which serve as barriers

between the visually handicapped and services from specialized agencies, further

study is needed for the development of improved communication methods.

I. HC¥ ARE REHABILITATION GOALS INFLUENCED BY MEDICAL PRACTICES ?

The research findings indicate that ophthalmologists are in a particularly ad-

vantageous position to assist the visually handicapped in having the opportunity

to utilize rehabilitation services. It has been noted previously that almost

nine-tenths of the respondents reported seeking medical care soon after the devel-

opment of a serious eye condition. In addition, over four-fifths of the sample

expressed positive feeling both toward the doctors who examined their eyes and

toward the adequacy of the eye medical care they received.

In the light of these responses, it is particularly important to note that only

31$ of the respondents reported that ophthalmologists made rehabilitation sug-

gestions to them. Twice as many Service Cases as those not receiving services

reported such suggestions.

How do ophthalmologists view their rehabilitation role? The Pilot Study research

reveals a wide diversity of opinion among ophthalmologists in the sample regarding

their role and varying levels of comprehension of rehabilitation services. They
express a deep interest in helping their patients and in having available to then
the means to do so, A factor which may have affected the ophthalmologist's con-
cept of his role is that over $0% of those blind persons responding, felt that it

is "not desirable" for the physician to give rehabilitation information. They
regard him as having a medical role only.

Many suggestions were made by members of the Physicians 5 Committee to assist oph-

thalmologists in playing a more active rehabilitation role. The most important of

these include: early medical school training in rehabilitation services and
sources; utilization of the Public Health Service for doctors already in practice;
the development of a central referral bureau which would, it is felt, reduce dup-
lication of cost and effort; facilitate medical and public education; and develop
a better total service for the blind.

The findings indicate that the majority of ophthalmologists in the sample favor
the New York State law making mandatory the reporting of legally blind persons to
the New York State Commission for the Blind. At the same time, most ophthalmolo-
gists felt that there is a low level of compliance with the law. This is con-
firmed by the extent of the time-gap between onset of blindness and the offer of
services. The Pilot Study and other research previously referred to reveal what
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is apparently an over-representation of lower income persons in the Commission

for the Blind registry growing out of the reluctance of some ophthalmologists to

report middle and upper income patients. Thus mandatory reporting can bo relied

on only partially as a device for locating blind persons in the population,

) Means of identifying the "hidden" blind population resulting from non~compliar.ce

with the law, would seem to require the development of specialized research

techniques

•

The interviews with ophthalmologists reveal a pressing need for the development

of a body of principles and practices in relation to role to which both they and

rehabilitation experts can subscribe. Their responses also indicate the need for

the development of materials interpreting how services can be adapted to meet the

requirements of individuals of varying ages, income levels, health conditions and

educational backgrounds.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Incorporated in the above conclusions are numerous recommendations relating to

the need for further study of significant problem areas not covered by this

exploratory pilot study 3 validation of the pilot study findings through further

research 5 and the immediate use of those findings which would have value in re-

lation to current agency policies and practices without further study or docu-

mentation.

The findings of the pilot study suggests that the most important of the needed

research and demonstration programs fall into three broad categories

:

1) strengthening the role of the ophthalmologist and other medical personnel in

rehabilitation programming ; 2) understanding and meeting individual needs of

visually handicapped persons, and; 3) public education in relation to bli.ndness e

Since it is not possible to give attention to all of the problem areas simultane-
ously it is recommended that priority be given to a research and demonstration
study in which the role of the ophthalmologist and the timing of rehabilitation
services are given priority. It is further recommended that the continuing sttir?y

be: 1) conducted in several eye clinics in hospital centers; 2) include control
groups of patients at the point when the diagnosis of irreversible blindness is

initially made, and 3) involve the ophthalmologist, the medical social worker,
the patient, the patient's family, the specialized agency and other personnel who
may be concerned in the rehabilitation needs of the patient*

A detailed proposal for a research and demonstration grant will be prepared re-
lated to the objective of providing needed rehabilitsi+.xor) services to the vis-
ually handicapyjed as early as posr.ible.
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APPENDIX I

)

NAMES MADE AVAILABLE BY THE N.Y. STATE COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND

(629 PERSONS REGISTERED IN 196U-65 NOT KNOWN TO N.Y.C. SPECIALIZED AGENCIES FOR

THE BLIND ACCORDING TO RECORD AVAILABLE IN THE COMMISSION)

I. Number of persons advising the Commission No Service Desired

and no referral was made.

11, Number of names referred to Specialized Agencies for Screening

(BB-82) - (IHB-m8) - (JGB-15D - (NYA-lSD*

III, Case Status of 532 names as screened by Specialized Agency

(November 1965)

)

A. Available for inclusion in Study Sample (U70)

1. In Service Status

2. Previous Service given by Specialized Agency

3. Rejected Service when offered by agency

lu No Response to agency offer of service

5. Pending Reception Status in agency

B. Not Available for inclusion in Study Sample (62)

1, Deceased
2, Moved Unavailable

3, Inappropriate to Visit (illness etc.)

157
U7
118
119
29

rrra

18
33
11

52

IV. Number of names available for interviews (5^7)

A» Number of names available after screening by Agency

B» Number of No Service Desired names available for Study Sample

TOTAL number of names available for use in the Study

V, Number of names alloted to Agencies and Schools for Assignment

to Interviewers (252)

Service Cases - 97

l a In Service Status

2. Previous Service given by Agency

3. Pending/Reception

68

9
20

97

97

532
£29

U70

97

567

) * BB
IHB

rBrooklyn Bureau of Social Service JGB
Industrial Heme for the Blind NYA

Jewish Guild for the Blind
New York Association for the Rlind
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No Service Received - 155

1. No Service Desired (no referral to agency)
2. Rejected Service offer by Specialized Agency
3. No Response to offer of service by Special-

ized Agency

TOTAL number of cases allotted to agencies and schools
for Assignment to Interviewers

VI. Case Status of 252 names as screened by Interviewers
(2/15/66)

A* 1. Moved Unknown
2. Refused (no reason given -Hi) (Family refused -

respondent uninformed of blindness - 3)
3. Physically or emotionally ill
lu Deceased
5» Could not be found at address given
6. Not convenient at the time
7. Too aged
8. Interviewer could not keep appointment
9. Language barrier

B. Surplus of cases allotted to agencies after
)

completion of interviews as of 2/15/66

TOTAL number of cases not available or unused for
interviewing

VII. Number of available names not needed for allocation

VIII. Completed interviews (by interviewer's deadline 2/15/66)

Service Cases - 35

1. In Service Status
2. Previous Service given by agency
3. Pending/Reception

No Service Received - lil

1. No Service Desired (no referral to agency)
2. Rejected Service offer by Specialized Agency
3. No Response to offer of service by Special-

ized Agency

)

TOTAL number of completed interviews (by interviewer »s
deadline 2/15/66
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U9

B5

25

17
16
11
6
6

5
3
2

91

85

30
1

h

3?

22

Hi

5

IT

252

176

315
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APPENDIX I (Cont.) ..',_

IX.. Interviews omitted from the sample - 11

Mentally retarded or incapacitated ^ 6

Referred to the Commission too far back 2

Not legally blind 1

Deaf Mute 1

Interview conducted by phone 1

H
TOTAL number of interviews emitted from the sample 11

X, COMPLETED BLIND RESPONDENT INTERVIEWS IN SAMPLE - 65

Service Cases - 30

1. In Service Status 25

2. Previous Service given by agency 1

3. Pending/Reception h

No Service Received -_ 35

)

)

30

1» No Service Desired (no referral to agency) 20

2. Rejected Service offer by Specialized Agency 11

3, No Response to offer of service by Special-

ized agency h

35

TOTAL BLIND RESPONDENT INTERVIEWS IN SAMPLE . 65

XI. Collateral Interviews - 19

1, Ophthalmologists 9
2, Other Physicians U

3

•

Relatives 5
h» Friends 1

19

TOTAL completed collateral interviews 19

XIT. TOTAL INTERVIEWS COMPLETED AND INCLUDED IN STUDY 8U
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: '

. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE OF BLIND PERSONS INTERVIEWED

TOTAL No Service Servic e

Sample Received Cases

N-65 $-100* N-35 $-100* N-30 $-100*

Geographic (Borough)
Manhattan 20 31 11 32 9 30

Brooklyn 20 31 13 37 7 2li

Queens 11 17 7 20 li 13

Bronx 13 20 h 11 9 30

Staten Island 1 2 m • 1 3

Sex
Male U3 66 22 63 21 70

Female 22 3U 13 37 9 30

Marital Status
Married Uo 62 22 63 18 60

Single n 17 5 Hi 6 20

DivorcedAfadowed Hi 21 8 23 6 20

Number of Children( living

)

None 21 32 7 20 Hi U7

One 11 17 6 17 5 17

Two 16 2h 11 31 5 17

Three - Four Hi 21 9 26 5 17

Five - more 3 5 2 6 l 3

Age
19 1 2 « - 1 3

21-39 2 3 1 3 l 3

liO-59 21 32 6 17 15 50

60-6U 18 28 Hi UO a 1U

65-69 13 20 8 23 5 17

70 and over 10 15 6 17 U 13

Birthplace
U.S.A. 12 6k 25 70 17 57

Other Countries 20 31 10 30 10 33

No information 3 5 M — 3 10

Education
Some Grammar 21 32 15 Ii2 6 20

Completed Grammar Hi 21 9 26 5 16,5

Some High School 6 9 2 6 li 13

Completed High School 11 17 3 9 8 27

Some/Completed Colleg(3 6 9 U 11 2 7

College + 6 9 1 3 5 16 C 5

Vocational/Technical 1 2 1 3 ** —

Employment Status

No 60 92 32 91 28 93

Yes 5 8 3 9 2 7

—:

-, ^„:i—
* Due to rounding off of percentages, total columns will not always add to 100^
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TOTAL
Sample

N-65 g-100*

No Service Service

Received Cases

Religion
Catholic 31 hU

Jewish 17 26

Protestant Hi 21

Other 2 3

No information** 1 2

Race
White 51 78

Negro 1U 22

Household Income
- 2,000 22 35

2,001 - 3,000 9 Hi

3,001 - 5,000 12 lb

5,001 - ?,Soo 6 9

7,501 - 10,000 2 3

Over - 10,000 h 6

No information** 10 15

Personal Income
- 2,000 33 51

2,001 - 3,000 6 9

3,001 - 5,000 6 9

5,ooi - 7,500 2 3

7,501 - 10,000 - -

Over - 10,000 1 2

No information"** 17 26

Main Sources of Personal Income SHBf

Own Salary, wages, com-

missions 5 8

Savings 3 5

Stocks, bonds, real
estate 5 8

Relatives - Spouse 7 11
Children 5 8

Public Assistance n 17

Social Security- 27 hi

Disability Insurance 15 23

Parents 1 2

Pension**** 12 18

Other 1 2

No information'"5
"

7 11

N-35 ';£-10(

17 U8
10 29

7 20
1 3

31 89

U 11

16 U5
3 9

7 20

3 9
1 3
2 6

3 9

21 60

3 9

k 11

am

1 3
6 17

2 6
2 6

3 9
2 6
2 6
6 17
15 U3
8 23

10 29
mm 9m

k 11

1U U8
7 23

7 23
1 3
1 3

20 67
10 33

6 20
6 20

5 17

3 10
1 3
2 7

7 23

12 UO
3 10
2 7
2 7

11 37

3 10
1 3

2 7

5 17

3 10

5 17
12 UO
7 23
1 3
2 7

1 3

3 10

)

:5rDue to rounding off of percentages, total columns will not always add to 100$

** No Information : This category of non-response in all of the tables in this re-

port indicates that no information was available to the researcli staff either

because it was not given by the respondent or because it was not requested by

the interviewer,
*** Multiple answers; will not add up to 100$
**** Includes union, Veterans Administration, municipal pensions, etc.
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)

TOTAL No Service Servic e

Sample Received Cases

N-« $-100 N-35 56-100 N-30 $-100

Residential Status
With Others 52 80 28 80 2U 80

Alone 13 20 7 20 6 20

How long in present living
arrangement
Under 6 mos. - - » - — —

6 mos. - 1 yr, 5 8 3 9 2 7

More than 1 yr. less
than 3 yrs. 8 12 3 9 5 17

More than 3 yrs # less
than 5 yrs. 7 11 3 9 U 13

5 - 10 yrs. 10 15 a 11 6 20

11 - 15 yrs. 5 8 u 11 1 3

16 - 20 yrs. 2 3 i 3 1 3

Over 20 yrs. 20 31 lit 39 6 20

No information 8 12 3 9 5 17

No. of Persons living in Home
One 11 17 8 23 3 10

Two 23 35 13 36 10 33

More than 2/less than 5 16 2h 9 26 7 23

5 - 7 k 6 2 6 2 7

8-10 *• - - « - -

11 - 1$ - - - - - -

More than 15 (institutiorh
etc .

)

1 2 1 3 - -

No information 10 15 2 6 8 27

3
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APPENDIX III

SAMPLE COPY

We have recently learned that you have seriously impaired vision.

We feel sure it would be helpful for you to know about services avail-

able to visually handicapped persons in New York City. These services

which include counseling and guidance, job training and placement,

homemaking activities,' travel techniques, braille instruction and

talking book service are provided by local private agencies in

cooperation with the Commission.

An agency offering some of these services is the

Unless you prefer that we not do so, we shall ask this agency to

contact you to discuss its program. A pamphlet published by the

agency is enclosed. If we do not hear from you by
. t

we shall

assume that you would like your name to be given to them.

We are also enclosing some brochures describing Commission

services and a directory of other agencies for the blind in

New York City. If you prefer to talk with an agency, other than the

one mentioned above, we will gladly refer your name to the agency

of your choice.

After careful consideration of the enclosed literature, please

indicate your decision in the appropriate place provided below.

Sincerely,

Community Services Consultant

Ext.

7 / Please refer my name to this agency_

/ / I am interested in the Commission's Vocational Rehabilitation Program.

/ / I would like a Talking Book Machine,

/ / I am not interested in any service at this time.

Encs.

Coran. 26 (Rev. 2 - l/6£)
ECP
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